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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Patricia Russell, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.

Credits
Photographs:

Don and Gretchen Campbell, Paul Tubb, Paul and Elaine Ewings, Eddie and Linda Murphy, Neville
Maguire and Chris and Bev Marvell.

Articles by:
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Forthcoming Events
2nd and 3rd April 2011

Looe, Cornwall. Hosted by Mel and Simon Whitlock and Anne Ewing.

23rd and 24th July 2011

Coventry. AGM Hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham
and Pat, Paul and Patrick Tubb.

15th to 18th September 2011

USA Chicago Convention

15th and 16th October 2011

Peterborough. Hosted by Diana Awdry.

Newsletter Deadlines
Summer 2011:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st July 2011.

Cover Picture…
A previously unrecorded first period Belleek "Large Dolium Shell", along with some other items of Belleek. This shell really
is large, being 18cm across its longest dimension - this is a fully authenticated piece in the study collection of the Victoria and
Albert Museum and is a beautiful and very early first period example of Belleek parianware. (picture courtesy of the Victoria
and Albert Museum). See Neville Maguire’s article on page 39, item 5
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
The subject of auctions has come into prominence, for me at least, over the past few months. I have taken part in three of
them with the object of buying Belleek. One of the auctions, which took place before Christmas, was almost entirely
devoted to selling Belleek as nothing else of significance was in the sale: with no hyperbole, you could say it was a major
sale of Belleek, "important", even. This auction also distinguished itself by being available only to buyers having access
to the Internet, as the auctioneers (Belhorn) made no provision for "normal" bidding, telephone bidding or indeed
anything that did not involve using a computer and the Internet - don't get me wrong, it was a "proper" auction: not the
Ebay type, but a live, red-blooded, battle-it-out, hold-your-nerve contest for each lot, but held entirely on-line. No dusty,
atmospheric auction room packed with hushed eager bidders then, just a man, probably Greg Belhorn himself, with a
computer; the buyers at home in their living rooms, each one with hand gripping computer mouse, finger poised to click.
You really have to reflect that this meant that anyone without Internet access was very effectively excluded from the sale,
which was almost 700 lots, yes seven hundred, of mostly very high quality Belleek. This is quite a thought, especially to
those collectors among us who don't like, don't want or for whatever reason, don't have the Internet. Simply put, they just
had no access to all this Belleek! The vendor, the American collector Michele May, gave us her comments after the sale
and these are printed later in the Newsletter. Now, although you might think that this limiting of the number of potential
buyers could easily reduce the prices achieved, it seems that the new wisdom is that the Internet reaches more people than
a conventional auction ever could - indeed most auction houses advertise all their lots for sale on the Internet and many
offer the facility for potential buyers to bid live over the Internet. Ebay is now highly successful and this by definition is
only available to Internet users.. It is very interesting to consider if this sale achieved lower or higher prices than a
conventional auction: you can be the judge of this yourselves as there is a detailed report later in the Newsletter.
The second auction also took place in the USA, and had really only one significant item of Belleek in it. It was held in
New York and was indeed an auction of the "old school". I secured a telephone bid and had the pleasure for a few
minutes of hearing the auctioneer with his unmistakably nasal and slightly abrupt New York tones, declaiming loudly to
the auction room, which in my mind's eye was packed with equally old school New York buyers. I imagined a scene
from Raymond Chandler - a slightly seedy, cigarette-smoke-filled ill-lit room, private eye Philip Marlowe standing at the
back, his hat pulled down to conceal his eyes... I was suddenly brought back to reality by the auctioneer's gravely voice:
"You don't see a lot of these - this isn't your usual Belleek..." this was his preamble before the lot - and he was correct!
He was selling a Prince of Wales Ice Pail with bronze mermaids and detailing: a really rare piece, although damaged. The
lot duly sold to great excitement in the room - it was a pleasure just to be a part of that old-style auction. As I put the
phone down, I wondered about who would really have been present in the saleroom - the New Jersey or New York
collectors? Dealers? (obviously it wasn't at all like my former mental picture - for one thing there is now a smoking ban
in New York... you can't even smoke in Times Square or Central Park!) Because it was essentially a traditional auction,
advertising on the Internet, although it had been used, was late and therefore ineffective and I only found out about the
sale a day or so before it took place. Maybe the Ice Pail would have made a lot more at Michele's Internet-only auction!
Ireland is where the third auction took place. It seems that something of an air of gloom has descended over most of the
Emerald Isle. From lurid TV news items, we now all know the economy is in a fairly parlous state - the result of the
building boom turning to bust and the Celtic Tiger ceasing to roar. I was talking to the auctioneer in Rathmines, South
Dublin, asking about a fabulous bronze Crouching Venus that had just been sold in his auction rooms: "That was a good
buy for someone," he said, "It would have cost a lot more a year or two ago." He passed me on to his daughter, who had
some more information: "How did the auction go?" I asked. "Oh, it was fine, things were selling well," she replied, "it's
just everything else that's ****". I was a bit taken aback, especially given her otherwise bright and helpful demeanour,
but on reflection, I could see that the auctioneer and his daughter had nicely illustrated the present Irish problem. It's not
just Belleek that is now selling for less - there is no more money sloshing round the Irish economy and the mood has
become a lot darker. On one hand, it takes a lot to stop the Irish looking on the bright side but on the other, it was looking
on the bright side that caused the problem in the first place: it is perhaps one of the national traits to sweep problems
under the carpet and maintain a sunny outlook in the face of difficulties. The Irish have always had a lot to put up with some of which they would set at the door of the English(!) - and this was certainly true in some aspects of the early
history of Belleek Pottery. In the present case however, the problems were largely self-inflicted by blithely ignoring the
signs of the out-of-control property and borrowing bubble until it was much too late to do anything about it. Of course
the rest of the World was doing the same thing: the British and Americans were also in the vanguard of what can only be
called a huge lack of foresight, a lot of jumping on the speculation bandwagon and the real triumph of hope over
experience... but in Ireland, they had never had it so good - it was at last their turn to taste the fruits of success - so it has
been all the more shocking that the collapse, when it came, hit them almost the hardest of any country. So now it's back
to the stoical and suffering Irish, which is a role they have always played very well.
Taken all together, this shows that nothing lasts forever; whether good times or bad, we all have to be adaptable and there
are reasons to be cheerful (to quote Ian Dury) - there hasn't been such a good time to buy Belleek for many years! -CM
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Keith Treharne January 6th 2011
Sadly in October 2009 Keith was diagnosed with an
uncommon fatal disease, he died peacefully at home
with Tina on January 6th 2011. Our Group will greatly
miss Keith and we send our thoughts and support to
Tina and their two daughters.
Keith had a very quick wit and a sharp sense of
humour, he liked to be a bit of a maverick. We shall
miss his colour and entertainment at our meetings. He
gave us several excellent lectures ranging from Welsh
porcelain to coal mining collectibles, always
delivered with action and passion. It is typical of
Keith that despite his strength failing he was
determined to return his Group questionnaire just a
few days before he died.
Right: Keith the teacher, giving us his talk on Swansea and Nantgarw porcelain at our Hull meeting of October 2004.
2004. Tina is
in the background.
The beautiful chapel at Hull Crematorium was packed for Keith’s funeral and the following is a summary of
what his friends, colleagues and family shared…
Keith grew up in Aberdare in Wales where despite the school teachers saying he was a master at ‘doing
nothing’ he got to Grammar school and later went to Sheffield University to study History and Latin. A great
achievement at this time for a lad from the working class. At Sheffield he met his wife and soul mate Tina and
became a teacher of History and Head of Department, he described his teaching of 13-18 year olds as ‘difficult
and unarmed combat years’. He was very popular with his pupils and a very good teacher.
Once when lecturing to pupils on Trade Unionism he instructed them to go
outside into the playground and to stand their ground no matter who told
them to move. And they did, even when the Head Master ordered them to
disperse, until Keith leaning out the window shouted: ‘alright folks, you can
come back in now - you have made your point’.
History, politics, gardening, antiques and a pint were Keith’s passions. He
loved intelligent argument and had a genius for provoking it, sometimes
coming out with truly outrageous statements (playing devils advocate) to get
the debate going, but it was never personal, always good humoured and
stimulating. Good at ‘one liners’ and quick ‘put downs’, Keith’s humour
could have a serious side and he could be a serious man. A champion of the
‘underdog’. He could also be
sympathetic, generous and
helpful, often at cost to himself.
Left: Keith (as a chimney sweep) and Tina (as ‘The Duchess’) in fancy
dress at the 2008 Belleek Christmas Party. Above right: Keith as coal
miner, this time giving us a talk on his early days in South Wales.
Underneath his curmudgeonly side he was sensitive and gave
people his attention and would listen, he was also a good judge
of character. An unsentimental man who would not wear his
heart on his sleeve, perhaps this was his protective layer.
A good friend and a good man.
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Max Norman

November 21, 1924 - March 9, 2011

Max E. Norman, 86, of Overland Park, Kansas, passed away March 9, 2011 at St. Joseph Medical Center.
Visitation will be held from 10:00-11:00 a.m. followed by memorial service at 11:00 a.m. Saturday, April 2,
at Mt. Moriah & Freeman Funeral Home, 10507 Holmes Road, Kansas City, Missouri. Entombment in Mt.
Moriah Cemetery South, Faith Mausoleum. Mr. Norman was born November 21, 1924 in Ava, Missouri, son
of Etcyle Boone and Marjorie (Simmons) Norman. He was a United States Marine Corps veteran. He is
survived by his wife, children, extended family and friends. Condolences may be made at www.mtmoriahfreeman.com. Arrangements under the direction of Mount Moriah & Freeman Funeral Home, Kansas City,
MO.
From the Degenhardt Chapter: This comes with great sadness
for the whole community of Belleek collectors but particularly
to his friends in the Degenhardt Kansas City group. Max and
Jean Norman had both been hospitalized for a few days in
Kansas City and we learnt that Max died at 5:30a.m on March
9th. Jean was then still is in the hospital, but our
understanding is that she has probably been released by now.
Any friends wanting to contact her should give her a chance to
get home and regroup before sending any cards. When you do,
her address is 5529 W. 92nd Street, Overland Park, KS 66212.
Max and Jean at the Saturday
Saturday morning session of the 2007 Belleek
Convention at the Killyhevlin Hotel, Enniskillen.
Max was the BCIS Honoree in 1994 and a leading member of
the Degenhardt Chapter. Always enthusiastic and engaging
and well known to many UK Group members. He will be
sadly missed by all his good friends in the Belleek collecting
world.
Max is fourth from the
left in this
this picture
(right).
right). He is taking
his place at the centre
of things
things with the
other Honorees present
at the ceremonial cake
cutting to mark the
150th anniversary of
the Pottery at the
2007 Convention at
Belleek.

Jason Fowler, one of our US members contributed the following: "Very sad news to tell the Belleek Collecting
Community. Long time Belleek collector and lover Max Norman of the KC Degenhardt Chapter of the Belleek
Collectors Society passed away today. Max was the one who got me involved in the Degenhardt Chapter, I
always looked forward to seeing good old Max - I will sure miss you Max!"
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News from Belleek Pottery
The Pottery has a new catalogue out for 2011 which contains a good few
interesting new introductions to their "modern" ranges. Patricia has also sent
us details of new products in the "traditional" range. Here are some examples
of the new items.
Left: the interesting
new but unun-BelleekBelleeklike "Bubbles" items.
items.
Right: the cover picture
on the new catalogue.
catalogue.

Above:
Above: some of the more traditional "Style" range which
features "traditional" basket
basket weave - these are also all new.
new.
Left: new items from the "Silver Ripple"
Ripple" range"
The Serenity pattern teaware (shown on the next page)
has continued in, along with other items of
"traditional" Belleek. The scones look delicious very similar to those you get at the Pottery in the
restaurant - I can thoroughly recommend them...
Pictures supplied by Patricia... we don't know who
makes the scones!
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The Belleek website can be found at: www.belleek.ie, the new catalogue is at:
http://www.belleek.ie/images/catalogue_docs/100000/100009/100009-Belleek_Living.pdf
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The Pottery has limited supplies remaining of most of the previous
previous Convention Plates...

1995: Seattle

1997:Stoke1997:Stoke-onon-Trent

1999: Washington D.C.

2003: Portland

2005: Grand Rapids

2007: Belleek

2009: New Jersey
These plates and now available only in very small quantities and the
Pottery is keen to clear their inventory and so is offering them for sale at
the bargain price of £15 each. If you missed out on getting these plates
at each Convention, this is a golden opportunity to complete your
collection. The plates for the first Convention (1993) in Burbank and
for the fifth Convention (2001) in Toronto are not available.
To purchase a plate, go to the Belleek website: www.belleek.ie, select
"Collectors Society", log on with your email address and password or
membership number, Go to "exclusive products" and there they are!
Alternatively you can contact Patricia at the Pottery on 028 6865 9300.
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News from the World of Ceramics

2nd February 2011

All fired up: the future of pottery
Once the world capital of ceramics, Stoke-on-Trent has
seen its pottery industry dashed to smithereens. David
Nicholls [Design Editor] meets the new breed of
manufacturers who are picking up the pieces and
putting its china back on the map.
Top Right:
Right: Emma Bridgewater, one of the most high profile
members of Stoke-on-Trent's new guard. Sharon Proteroe (right)
has worked at the company for eight years, in the sponge
decorating room.

Right: Paul and Judith Bishop from the New English. Set up in
2009, their company designs and collaborates with others to
produce a distinctly modern fine bone china collection. The range
is made by Caverswall, a high-end manufacturer that, like so many
of the potteries in the area, has fought hard to stay alive over the
past few years. Photo: PHILIP SINDEN

Comment
In the 18th century a fortuitous supply of clay, coal and canals coupled with the ambitions of great innovators such as Josiah
Wedgwood propelled the ceramics industry of the Potteries – the group of six Staffordshire towns that would become the city of
Stoke-on Trent – to the forefront of the Industrial Revolution. At its peak in the late 19th century the region was the epicentre of the
world’s ceramic production, home to more than 2,000 kilns firing millions of products a year.
But within 100 years a sharp decline in British manufacturing, which led to the closure of mines, steelworks and factories, brought
Stoke, and the industry that was integral to its identity, to its knees. As recently as the 1970s there were 200 factories still operating in
the area; today there are about 30. Between 1998 and 2008 the Potteries lost more than 20,000 jobs. When Wedgwood – the sacred
cow of Staffordshire ceramic production – called in the administrators and shut down its factory in 2009, it seemed to sound the death
knell for the beleaguered industry.
The widespread hand-wringing about the state of Stoke-on-Trent is understandable, but thanks to a number of manufacturers who are
staging a strong fightback we must avoid the urge to write the Potteries’ epitaph just yet. One of these is the formidable Emma
Bridgewater, who came to the area in 1985 in search of a pottery to produce her designs. What she found was an industry in disarray,
crippled by 'bad 1970s-style management’. It was never her intention to be a manufacturer, but when the maker she had been using
went bust in 1992 she stepped in and bought the factory, keeping its 35 staff on. Within five years her friendly, sponge-painted
tableware designs (particularly her Polka Dot pattern) were in such demand that the company outgrew the premises and bought the
much larger former Johnson Brothers factory on the Caldon Canal.
Today Bridgewater is the most high-profile member of Stoke-on-Trent’s new guard, and has championed British manufacture on
television (Newsnight) and radio (Woman’s Hour), while the success of her company is a recurrent theme of newspaper business
pages. What motivates Bridgewater is the unrealised potential that she sees in the region. 'What we need to do is roll our sleeves up
and get to work,’ she says. 'And if we are going to make it here in Stoke-on-Trent, then we need to make it well. I’m not interested in
making the cheapest mug.’
Her tactics are clearly working. At the end of the recession Emma Bridgewater’s profits were up by 40 per cent, and over the past 18
months she has increased her staff from 220 to 265. The company produces more than 5,000 mugs, bowls and plates every day. 'I’m
aware we are a global economy, but there is a lot to be said for jobs closer to home,’ she says. 'Our success proves that companies
really can still be successful at manufacturing in this country.’
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Auction Reports

Sensational £43m record for
Chinese work of art in Ruislip
12 November 2010

A SMALL-time auctioneer in Ruislip has shattered the world
auction record for a Chinese work of art by taking £43m for a
vase consigned to his warehouse auction room as part of a
house clearance from a bungalow in Pinner.
The price (£51.6m including buyer’s premium) puts it just outside
the top ten artworks ever sold at auction, an exclusive list that up to now had only been occupied by paintings
and a single sculpture.
The 16in (46cm) reticulated double-walled vase or yang cai with famille rose decoration would have been a commission for the
Qianlong Emperor (1736-1795) for one of his palaces, probably the Summer Palace or the Forbidden City. According to the world’s
leading dealers and collectors, is the best object of its type to be seen on the market in decades but it also chimes perfectly with current
Chinese taste that values pieces from this period above all others.
Peter Bainbridge, the auctioneer, who normally sells inexpensive antiques and equipment such as lawnmowers, will have become a
multi-millionaire himself as a result of the sale. His buyer’s premium for this sale was 20 per cent, or £8.6m, while he could have
charged the vendors anything up to 17.5 per cent, or just over £7.5m, to sell it.
Opening at £500,000 (the estimate prior to sale was £800,000-1.2m) the bidding on the evening of November 11 took 18 minutes, with
the hammer falling at around 6.30pm to gasps and applause from a room packed with the world’s leading dealers and collectors and
their representatives.
Based on previous auction precedent the most anyone had thought it would make before the sale was £20m, although, even in the
context of a rapidly rising market, many thought that figure fanciful. Seasoned dealers and collectors in London for Asian Art Week had
patiently queued along Dover Street on November 8 when Peter Bainbridge brought the vase to the capital to be viewed. Those who
missed that chance were able to inspect it up to the moment of sale in the incongruous surroundings of Bainbridges’ cluttered store
room, where it sat on a metal table next to the kitchen.
In scenes that were unprecedented outside the world’s leading auction rooms, eight or ten serious buyers were bidding into the
millions, either in person or on the phone. The successful buyer, a leading mainland Chinese collector, was represented in the room by
his agent, who told ATG’s Kate Hunt, through an interpreter, that nothing this beautiful had been seen outside China in a very long
time. His client had only heard about the vase two days before the sale.
The price establishes a swathe of new auction landmarks. The previous world record for Chinese porcelain was set at Sotheby’s Hong
Kong only weeks ago when a double gourd vase, also made for the Qianlong Emperor, sold to the Chinese business magnate and
collector Alice Cheng for HK$225m (£18.2m), but the Ruislip vase also surpasses the previous record for any Chinese work of art, the
RMB390m (£37m) for an 11th century calligraphic scroll by Huang Tingjian sold at Beijing Poly International this June.
Only paintings or sculpture by a handful of major Western artists have sold for more at auction: at £43m the vase slots into eleventh
place on the all-time list, just behind Rubens’ Massacre of the Innocents sold for £45m at Sotheby’s in 2002.
With all the global media attention generated from the sale, an interview with ATG Editor Ivan Macquisten featured on BBC Television.
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Museum News
Royal Crown Derby
is opening the doors
to its new Titanic
exhibition.
from BBC News Website
18/02/2011

Hundreds of items of
memorabilia from the White
Star Line, the firm which ran the
Titanic and its sister ships
Olympic and Britannia will be on
display.
The exhibition includes costumes worn by
Kate Winslet in the 1997 Titanic film

They include porcelain dinner
items made by Royal Crown
Derby for the ships' a la carte
restaurants, furniture and
original order books. The
company still has the original
pattern books from before the
Titanic launched in 1911 and has
faithfully reproduced much of its
dinner service designed for the
ship (see below right).
right).

Visitors can also browse
props and items from
James Cameron's hit
1997 movie, Titanic,
including the blue dress
worn by Kate Winslet in
the famous bow scene.
In total 400 different
items are on display at
the Osmaston Road site.

The exhibition runs from
Saturday 19 February to
Saturday 2 July 2011.
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And of course there's more from Royal Crown Derby....
Firstly the Royal visit to officially open the Titanic
Exhibition. And then of course the announcement
that Royal Crown Derby will (naturally) be making
very high quality commemoratives for the marriage
of Prince William and Catherine Middleton.
Daily Telegraph correspondent Tim Walker
("Mandrake") pointed out one interesting point in an
article on 25th November 2010 when the wedding
was originally announced:
"When the Prince of Wales married his first wife, the
late Diana, Princess of Wales – then Lady Diana
Spencer – there was a good trade to be done in mugs
emblazoned with their initials "C" and "D".
The one problem with Buckingham Palace insisting that
Prince William's fiancée should be referred to as
Catherine Middleton is that Mandrake can't honestly see
even the most ardent of royalists feeling altogether
comfortable drinking from mugs with the letters WC
written on them."

Left: the happy couple, Catherine and William:
William: no they
they were not
at Derby!
Well, here are the pieces that Royal Crown Derby will be
making (below) - you can, at the very least, say that they
are very tastefully done.

On a slightly connected note, the 5th Earl
Spencer, Princess Diana's ancestor, was
twice Lord Lieutenant of Ireland and
acquired a great deal of Belleek, including a
dinner service with over 500 plates and a
large Echinus dessert service. Some of
these items were sold last summer at the
"Althorp Attic Sale" at Christies in London.
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There is to be a major
exhibition of Shelley
pottery in Stoke on
Trent...
Trent...
Some of the UK Group members also
collect pieces of Shelley pottery and
this exhibition may well be of interest
to them and to other Belleek
collectors.
There is a connection between Shelley
and Belleek Potteries, as a member of
the illustrious Slater family (Fred) was
employed at Belleek during the second
period and is credited with many of the
new and modified designs that were
produced during the 1890's and 1900's.
Walter and his brother Eric Slater
joined Shelley in 1905.

The Gladstone Pottery Museum is in itself well worth a visit. It
featured on our itinerary during the 1997 Belleek Convention
held in Stoke on Trent.
The Aynsley Pottery (Owned by the Belleek Group) is a short
distance from the Gladstone Pottery Museum and has an
interesting factory shop, usually with some Belleek on sale.
Aynsley China Ltd (Head Office)
Atlas Works Sutherland Road
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent
ST3 1HZ
Tel: 01782 339400
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Group News
Our Chairman, Pat Russell has been made an MBE in the New Year's Honours List.
This article courtesy of
Neighbourhoodwatch.net.

Pat is honoured by
the Queen
A PENSIONER who has fought against anti-social
behaviour in her neighbourhood has been made an MBE
in the Queen's New Year's Honours List.
Retired secretary Patricia Russell, from Paulsgrove, is
one of a number of unsung heroes to be receiving an
honour. Mrs Russell set up a neighbourhood watch
scheme in her street to tackle nuisance behaviour. Ten
years later and her tireless endeavour, working with the
local police, has seen the anti-social behaviour
disappear.
By residents working together through the Community
and Police Enforcement Group - which meets in Mrs
Russell's living room along with local bobbies and
councillors - they have transformed the street in other
ways too. There are now dropped kerbs, new lampposts
and better parking facilities.

Pat and Brian, at the Powerhouse Museum, Sydney
Through the group Mrs Russell has raised thousands of pounds for good causes, including The Patey Day
Centre, in Cosham, The Rocky Appeal, Hampshire and Isle of Wight Air Ambulance and The Elizabeth
Foundation. The cash was raised by neighbours donating their pennies at various barbecues and firework
parties.
Mrs Russell, 65, who used to work for the Inland Revenue, was not immediately contactable, but her
daughter Susan Richardson, 40, from Southampton, said: 'She will be thrilled to bits and overwhelmed by
it all. It will mean an awful lot to her. We are very proud of her. She gives up a lot of her time to help
others and she enjoys what she does. 'It's all done with the best intentions and she wants to make things
better and easier for people.'
The current chairman of the residents' group Graham Cranmer, 62, said: 'The scheme has not only
eradicated the nuisance, but has done lots of things for the community.
'It's well-deserved. She puts herself out to be part of this community. She's very adept at being able to
talk to the right people and say the right things.'

We would like to add our own congratulations to Pat for this well deserved award. Of course the reason she
was 'not immediately contactable' was that Pat and Brian were away on holiday in Australia and New Zealand.
The picture (above) was taken during their visit to the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney - this was part of their
ongoing Belleek research: Robert Armstrong's original diaries are held by this museum. Later in their trip,
Pat and Brian attended a New Zealand Belleek Collectors Group meeting in Auckland, hosted by Denise Hastie
and Russell Smith. We have several UK Group members who live in New Zealand and we believe they are all
safe following the recent Christchurch earthquake.
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...from
...from Jan.
And here is the solution to the Christmas crossword in our last issue...

... Sorry, no prizes for this, but we think you could pat yourself on the back and call yourself a genuine Belleek
aficionado if you got this all correct - even with one or too missing that's still good going!
Editor: if anyone wants to let us have puzzles, quizzes or anything of this nature, especially if related to Belleek
or ceramics in general, we would love to receive them.
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..and here's a little mystery to think about...
It's Saint Patrick's day, March
17th, and here is a group of UK
Belleek collectors with Patricia
McCauley from the Pottery - and
Patricia has certainly got into the
swing of things - she must have
borrowed that hat from a
leprechaun - very suitable!
There are three Patricias in the
grouping - our chairman Pat
Russell is one, Pat Tubb makes
two and as we've mentioned,
Patricia McCauley is the third.
Also here we have Paul and
Patrick Tubb and Bev and Chris
Marvell (but Chris is taking the
picture) - so what's going on?
Bev and Patricia are holding onto a package - it is marked "Fragile" and "Handle with Care"... but what is it?
Here's another clue, if we zoom the
camera out a bit, this time with Brian
taking the picture) you can see that they
are all at the Spring "Antiques for
Everyone" fair at the NEC near
Birmingham.
A few more comments:

The significance of the event lies with
the item in the package.

It all involves Belleek Pottery.

It is something important to do with the
history of the Pottery.

If you still haven't a clue about this, you'll have to wait until the next issue of the Newsletter or maybe watch
the Pottery's website for news...
...no, we can't divulge any more until next month!
If you are going to the meeting in Cornwall on 2nd and 3rd April, all will be revealed there...
...otherwise you'll just have to wait, sorry about that!
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The Autumn weekend in London and Woodford
Hosted by Joanna Urbanek.
Our autumn gathering during the weekend of 23-24th October was in central and east London and then
in North London on the Essex border on the Sunday - a pretty good tour of our capital city!

Saturday 23rd October:
October: Morning:
Portobello Market, Notting Hill
Hill
A group of us met at 10a.m. at Notting Hill Gate Underground
Station and then emerged into the sun on a lovely morning
before making the leisurely stroll (along with thousands of
other bargain hunters) the short distance to the famous Portobello Road antiques market. This London Saturday
morning institution, has become beleaguered over recent years with the appearance of sellers of modern curios,
T-shirts and the like and more importantly by the insidious growth of high-street chain stores. Old "rabbit
warren" buildings have been "modernised" and the small dealers have struggled to pay increased rents. In the
face of all of this, there are still a good number of highly individual and interesting stalls, selling all manner of
real antiques - even some Belleek! It is not always easy to find that elusive item of Belleek but it can be done personally, over many years, we have found several gems of Belleek on the small poky stalls in the Portobello
antiques market. The full search of the hundreds of stalls took about three hours - a very satisfying and
interesting morning which also gave us some much-needed physical exercise!

Saturday Afternoon: Connoisseurs’ Tour of the
Wallace Collection’s ceramic collection,
Hertford House.
House.
The Wallace Collection is a
national museum which displays
the wonderful works of art
collected in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries by the first
four Marquesses of Hertford and Sir
Richard Wallace, the son of the 4th
Marquess. It was bequeathed to the
British nation by Sir Richard's
widow, Lady Wallace, in 1897.
Joanna had organized a private tour
for the UK Belleek Group
Displayed at Hertford House (shown
shown
above right),
right the main London
townhouse of its former owners, the
Wallace Collection presents its
outstanding collections in a
sumptuous but approachable manner which is an essential part of its charm.
It is probably best known for its paintings by artists such as Titian, Rembrandt, Hals (The Laughing Cavalier,
illustrated above left
left)
eft and Velázquez and for its superb collections of eighteenth-century French paintings,
porcelain, furniture and gold boxes, probably the best to be found anywhere outside France. But there are also
splendid medieval and Renaissance objects, including Limoges enamels, maiolica, glass and bronzes, as well as
the finest array of princely arms and armour in Britain, featuring both European and Oriental objects.
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As lovers of ceramics, our special included the fabulous Italian
renaissance majolica and the exquisite Sèvres porcelain. A
majolica (or maiolica) plaque by the master Xanto is shown on the
previous page.
It was a fantastic, educational and highly enjoyable tour guided by
a highly knowledgeable expert. One point of interest that maybe
not even keen ceramics collectors like us knew is that the
wonderful and incredibly valuable Sèvres porcelain, made
primarily for the Kings and aristocracy of France is "soft paste
porcelain", it is a very white body, which was chosen because it
was an excellent medium for the painting and gilding applied to it
- in fact it shows off the pure bright colours of the decoration to
great effect... but, unlike bone china or hard paste porcelain, which
Belleek's parian is an example of, it is not translucent - it is as
opaque to light as earthenware (but somewhat finer!). So you can
tell genuine 18th century Sèvres porcelain by holding it to the light
- if it is translucent, it is not Sèvres but a later Paris hard paste or
English bone china imitation!
After the tour we adjourned to the cafe for tea, scones and cake.
Well deserved after all our intellectual effort!
Above left: an amazing Sèvres "Vaisseau a mat" pot pourri holder
Left: A Sèvres chocolate cup and saucer.
Pictures are courtesy of the Wallace Collection.

We returned to our hotels for a short break before the evening's
entertainment began...

Saturday Evening:
Evening: a new musical play:
play: "Reasons
"Reasons to be Cheerful"
Cheerful",
featuring the music of Ian Dury at the Theatre Royal, Stratford.
We arrived at Stratford tube station and
emerged out into the bustling centre of the
town. The London district of Stratford
always had "East" added to its name to
avoid confusion with the more famous
Stratford upon Avon, which I suppose must
be "Stratford West". Anyway, there has
been a huge amount of development in the
Stratford area as it is the centre of the
wonderfully impressive regeneration plan
for the London Olympics in 2012.
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We could see that many of the structures were already finished and the centre of Stratford itself was being
refurbished as an impressive gateway to the Olympics next year. Given the busyness of the tube system, we did
wonder how the transport system would hold up when the Olympics began... but someone must have thought of
this, mustn't they?
We met with the other
belleekers, including
Patricia McCauley from
the Pottery and had a
swift and very good
Chinese buffet at an
establishment close to
the theatre before
making our way to the
Theatre Royal itself.
The play itself was
something of an avantgarde production,
celebrating Ian Dury's
music and performed on
a stage without
proscenium arch or
curtain, the performers
interacting directly with
the audience.
It was an anarchic and
involving performance not for those wanting a
quiet time but nostalgic
for those of us who
remember and
appreciate Ian Dury's
hits such as (most
famously) "Hit me with
your rhythm stick" and
"Reasons to be cheerful
(Part 3)". We all got
involved and attempted
to sing along with some
of the songs we knew.
Set in the Britain of
Punks and Margaret
Thatcher, it had strong
echoes of the late 1970's
and 1980's - interesting
times!
We had an entertaining and "different" sort of evening - it was really well done - it was also pretty exhausting!
We sauntered back from Stratford centre to the tube station and travelled back to our hotels after a very full
day.
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Sunday 24th October:
October: prepre-lunch drinks with Joanna Urbanek

First, here is something to feast your eyes on - a complete, perfect 5 o'clock dejeuner set, second period with
green decoration. This is a rare and valuable set and it is amazing to see one so complete. Joanna had it on
show in her living room when we turned up there (a short walk from our hotel) for pre-dinner drinks.
Look who's just arrived (left)... Angela Moore and Patricia
McCauley are greeted by Joanna with Elaine Ewings
looking on.

Above: Simon Whitlock "Hm
"Hmm.. yes, I need one of those for
my collection..."
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Some pictures here
from our pre-lunch
party...
Left side from the top:
Brian Russell and Paul
Tubb obviously in
serious debate; Bev
Marvell admiring
Maura O’Neill’s recent
acquisition; Jan
Golaszewski making
sure Angela does not go
hungry.
On the right, Our
afternoon speaker, Ron
James and his wife
chatting with Neville
Maguire (also giving a
talk); Pat Tubb in
discussion with Julia
and Georgina Reece;
and Jan, ever attentive
with the canapés, with
Simon & Paul and
Elaine Ewings.

Joanna's cabinets of
delights
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The Menzies Prince Regent Hotel was our lunch venue on
this beautiful sunny Sunday. We just strolled back
from Joanna's house, a short distance away and sat
down to enjoy the dinner - presented in a very smart
room at the hotel.

Above: Linda and Eddie Murphy with Angela at the hotel.
Above right: the hotel, a Georgian building with many
additions, most interestingly the accommodation block
which has been converted from a chapel that was built
to serve the first St. Barnardos Children's Home.
Right: Ready for lunchlunch- Maura O’Neill and Therese
McKearney
Joanna had arranged the day very well indeed, we only had to cross the road to the wonderful Saint Paul's
Church, which was opposite the hotel. Unusually and quite specially, Joanna had managed to arrange for us to
use the church itself (her own parish church) as the meeting venue.

St. Paul's Church,
our meeting
meeting venue.
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Another view of St. Paul's church. You can see that it really was a lovely
sunny morning.
This first period Shell pattern Dejeuner Set decorated with pink coral and
pink and gilt outlining to the shells was on display at the meeting in
the church - yes, this is the one that came from the auction in Wilsons
Newtownabbey (see our report on this auction later in the Newsletter)
Simon again: "Hmm... that one would look very nice in my collection
too!"
A church is an
unusual setting
for one of our
meetings -here
are some of the
"congregation"
after Ron's talk,
waiting for the
next event - note
the beautiful
decorated
windows and
interior of the
church.
Our host for the weekend, Joanna consults with Chairman Pat Russell
on the arrangements for the meeting – with Julia Reece also taking an
interest.
And here we have three
three of our
girls together - look how grownup Georgina is now (we
remember when she was just a
baby... and it doesn't seem all
that long ago. - sorry
Georgina!)
Paddy
Paddy and Tracy McKee
‘canoodling’ on the back row!
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"The Evolution of Parian" - a
presentation by Ron James.
Our first speaker at the meeting was local historian and
ceramics enthusiast, Ron James. Ron is a prominent local
figure, pottery owner and avid Copeland collector, he is a
member of the Buckhurst Hill Antiques Collectors’ Club.
Ron admiring his figure of the young Victoria
Ron gave us a talk on the evolution of parian, particularly
figures, covering developments from Bisque, Biscuit
porcelain, to parian, then right up to the present day ‘resin’
reproductions. Parian was definitely a Victorian passion, its
popularity spanning the Queen's lifetime. Ron brought along
many examples (large and small) from his collection
covering many manufacturers to illustrate this. He also
emphasized the importance of the Art Unions in promoting
these wares to the growing middle class and also the
sculptors, ‘reducers’ and moulders whose skills were vital.
In this era, people who wanted to display their education
made annual contributions to these Art Unions who held an
end of year draw, Copeland started to manufacture items
suitable for mantelpieces for them.
The first figure Ron showed us was a Copeland ‘Clytie’, a
figure that has been produced by many manufacturers
(including Belleek!). This was marked with ‘Art Union of
London’ and the reducers name. Also a small Worcester
Clytie was shown. Of course Clytie was modelled from the
antique.
Above:
Above: Copeland’s Clytie with smaller Worcester version.
Ron then showed us one of his favourites, a delightfully sensitive Queen Victoria as an 18 year old girl (see
picture of Ron above).
above) The famous porcelain connoisseur Geoffrey Godden had had this in his collection and
labeled it ‘Manufacturer Unknown’. Most other ‘Queen Victorias’ depicted her in middle or late age. There
was also a parian model of a small baby’s hand which was from her son the Duke of Connaught.
Ron then had a discussion on the moulders skill and passed
round a small ‘Crouching Venus’ for us to inspect the
many moulding joins in the piece so we could appreciate
how many sections the piece was made from.
Next came a Minton Dorothea (a Don Quixote character),
made in parian in 1844, at the Great Exhibition of 1851 it
was a winner and then it stayed in production for the next
40 years. The accompanying figure was another warlike
female named Clorinda.
Left:
Left: some of the excellent parian figural items Ron brought along
to illustrate his presentation – Copeland’s Veiled Bride, Minton’s
Dorothea & Clorinda
Clorinda.
orinda.
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Copeland’s ‘Veiled Bride’ by Raphael Monti (see previous picture) was commissioned by the Crystal Palace Art
Union. Monti specialized in delicately draped figures like this. The couple ‘Paul and Virginia’ by Worcester (see
below)
below captured the Victorians' imagination and was also very popular (it was also done as two separate figures).
Of course, the evolution of parian was not instant, previously these figures had been made in biscuit ware,
particularly by Derby and some by Minton as demonstrated by the
small Watteau figures brought along to show this (Right).
(Right
Minton again – this was the larger figure of ‘Una and the Lion’ (its
companion was ‘Ariande and the Panther’) which was an expensive
piece . A smaller French version was made for those with a more
modest purse.
…and a large ‘Crouching
Venus’ (shown on the left),
left)
probably made on the
Continent (not a Belleek
one!) and it was not clear
whether it was parian,
this was perhaps a copy
of Wedgwood’s version.
Finally, back to the
present day. An accurate
resin copy of an 1850s half figure of Nelson, made in a rubber mould
of resin, ‘goo’ and possibly marble dust, a presentable modern day
copy at a modest price. Ron noted that the British Museum had for
sale a similarly made ‘Clytie’
Ron lamented about the fact that all the main manufacturers had now
gone, and how tragic this was as the skills had now been lost,
particularly the modellers' skills.

…..To end on a bright note…. of course just about the only Pottery still with the skills to make parian figures of
quality is Belleek. Patricia McCauley was sitting in the audience and of course the recent resurrection of the
fabulous figure of the Prisoner of Love was due to her husband Brendan, a fine modeller.
Ron’s Recommended books on parian:
* Victorian Parian China - Charles & Dorrie Shinn,
gives a good all round census
* Parian Copeland's Statuary Porcelain - Robert
Copeland
* The Parian Phenomenon – Richard Dennis (it took 5
years for him to do his revisions before he felt he
could release it!)

Right: After the talk Pat Russell made a presentation of
a Belleek 1997 parian Convention plate which we all
hope he will add to his collection!
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UK Devotee for 2010 – Eddie Murphy
Patricia came forward and made the important announcement of the UK Devotee for 2010. It was Eddie
Murphy, our previous Chairman and most enthusiastic of all Belleek collectors. He now has one more piece of
Belleek to add
to his extensive
collection. Well
done Eddie!

Angela, Linda,
Linda, Pat and Eddie
Eddie - A thank you gift, a pair of Belleek cufflinks, for Eddie’s service as past Chairman
and a Belleek necklace for Linda’s support.
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We then settled down and Neville Maguire prepared his exhibits
and slides for his presentation which was to follow - it proved
surprisingly difficult to find a blank area of white wall on which to
project his slides! Neville's talk was entitled: "Regaining time in
Belleek" and it is reproduced as an article in this Newsletter - for
those of you without a grounding in French literature, the title comes
from Marcel Proust's 1909 epic work: " À la recherche du temps
perdu" - we sat back and waited for Neville to enlighten us...

Above:
Above: Neville with a rather plain mug or cup
Left:
Left: some of the pieces Neville used to
illustrate his talk

Above:
Above: A little Belleek vase, but why the BLUE mark? Left: Another rare and early Belleek jug - this time with a BROWN
mark
Editor: to find out the significance of all these strange coloured
Belleek marks - just read Neville's article later in the Newsletter.
Neville's talk was very interesting, concentrating as he did on the very
earliest production from Belleek Pottery, which is an area that is not at
all well understood at present. Neville has made significant progress
towards understanding what was really going on at the pottery in those
early years from 1857 before it became famous in the late 1860's. The
talk was entertaining and very well received, with much audience
participation... although personally I'm still none the wiser about Marcel
Proust!
Right: Pat with Neville, who was also presented with a gift for giving his
entertaining talk
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A Word from Patricia McCauley
Patricia, Manager of the Belleek Visitors Centre gave us some of the latest news from the Pottery. There was
good news despite the general economic climate, the Visitors’ Centre had increased its footfall and sales. The
Americans were returning, perhaps as the dollar had strengthened. The factory was back on 5 days and they had
just won a large Saint Patrick’s day order from QVC. Also next year the Pottery was pleased to have been put
on the itinerary of a prestigious tour company. Quite a bit of the new range of Belleek Living was being made
in Belleek and this too was helping to secure full time employment at the Pottery.
Patricia also gave us information about new products, some of which is reproduced earlier in this Newsletter.

And a Word from Angela
Angela Moore
Angela, the President of the Belleek Collectors International Society, now gave us a short presentation. Angela
was very pleased to be with us and could tell us that the new Belleek WEB site was going well. The BCIS was
now fully Internet based and free and an additional 1000 new members had joined, she was hoping that perhaps
some of these new members might join their local Group/Chapters and would welcome feedback on this.
The next Convention in Chicago is very much recommended as it is a great city to visit.
Angela has been asked by quite a few collectors recently about donating items to the Belleek Museum. She
wanted to reassure us that donated items would always belong to the Museum (not the Pottery), if they were
given to the Museum by way of a permanent loan agreement they would be protected and could not be
subsequently sold off. The Museum was independent. She also said they (well actually it was Fergus!) were
actively buying pieces selected to enhance the Museum.
Angela is now going on Face Book, her Mum joined recently and she thought it was about time she followed
her example.
We took a break for afternoon tea and biscuits and eventually we managed to assemble everyone into the
obligatory group photograph.

Wait a minute.. Chris Marvell is in the picture... so who's taking the photograph?
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The Christmas Party

The Christmas Party, held on 11th December was a great
success with quite a few of us getting into the swing of
things and dressing up in the 1920's Art Deco style. We
had cocktails, 1920's dance band music, competitions, food
and good company. What more would a Belleeker want?
Here are a few pictures from the evening...

We had cocktails on arrival note the 1920's furniture'
particularly the very nice (and
well stocked) cocktail cabinet
here)... music was 78rpm
records played on a 1920's
gramophone!
Patrick Tubb here really looks
the part!
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Here we have Chris Marvell (in his Noel
Coward get-up) and Bernard Burgham– acting
as DJs struggling with the old technology of the
gramophone, while Bev Marvell was shaking
and mixing the cocktails (Chris overseeing)
with Bob Roalfe tasting. Eileen Burgham, Linda
Murphy and Karen Kincheloe were just
enjoying themselves.

Elaine Ewings is just looking so elegant with a cocktail
called "The Green Mark".
…and Eddie Murphy the gangster entertaining us.
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Eddie's famous jelly, this one with real edible gold
flakes - made in a Belleek 1st period jelly mould of
course, is now a Christmas tradition. It was served on
a Grass pattern plate - but this is Copeland, not
Belleek. His jellies proved very acceptable to Patrick
and Linda! (left and below)

Above Paul Ewings on ham carving duty.

For our competition: we had to pretend to be an item
of Belleek and ask each other questions to identify them
(a bit complicated!). Above right: the Tubbs (Pat, Paul
and Patrick) amused/confused. Above: Giggling ladies
on the stairs, Karen, Chris Reynolds, Josie Garnett and
Myra Roalfe...
The competition may have bamboozled most of us (especially after cocktails) - but not Joanna Urbanek, who
won the prize (homemade Damson Gin), David Reynolds looking on!
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The winner of the Fancy Dress?
….No contest... is was Linda Murphy as a very
fetching flapper!
Below Linda is being congratulated in ‘Jan style’ by
Jan Golaszewski …and below that Charles and Fiona
Easthope looking on...

Then we drew the Raffle: Paul Ewings won first
prize of a first period Gladstone chamber pot and
Diana Awdry second prize of a delicate oval 3 strand
basket.
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Regaining Time in Belleek - part 1
(À la recherche du temps perdu)
perdu)

By Neville Maguire
This is an expanded version of a talk given in October 2010 at our meeting in Woodford. It considers how the reconstruction of
Belleek’s past can be made with relation to the marks on pieces and the difficulties that occur because of assumptions that make up
current thinking on the subject. In light of the discussion after the talk and with others it has been expanded to consider relevant areas,
which were not considered at the time as the talk was more related to parian production.

There are two strains to Belleek for me. The first is collecting and the second is making sense of how we
construct Belleek’s development and its place in ceramics. How we construct the past history of Belleek
depends very much on what we accept as the given history of Belleek. We need to be aware of ideas which we
have accepted as given but are not quite correct. Proust in ‘A la Recherche du Temps Perdu’ retraces the past
and reconstructs it. The same needs to be reconstructed for Belleek’s development.
We need to be aware of telescoping. When we use a telescope from the correct end we bring things closer to us
and if we use this analogy for investigating Belleek we then interpret Belleek history in our own terms of today
and ascribe thoughts and motivations and so on in how we would view things today. If we reverse the telescope
then we make things more distant and interpret history as being far away from our own interpretations today
and ascribe notions as being totally different from our own. The nineteenth century is near enough to us to be
able to interpret history in ways that we would interpret events today but we need to be aware that it is also a
different era and that the context demands that we are aware that sentiments were different and that a logical
understanding for us may not have been so for the Victorians. We need to be able to tread a middle path. For
instance the two photographs below show firstly the workers looking at their work which gives us an idea
objectively of how they worked but the second picture seems to show the worker looking up at us as if he is
communicating with us. We need to interpret the early history of Belleek as if we are communicating directly
with the stance a person of the time would have done.

Images of the Belleek Pottery about 1890
There are various methods available that allow an interpretation of Belleek so that we can reconstruct the
history but there are also pitfalls to them that we need to be careful to avoid.
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Use of backstamps for establishing a timescale and their meanings
The first Belleek backstamp is the one produced on a teapot stand. There is no reason why it should not be
considered as a precursor to all backstamps as it uses Enniskillen. At the time the Belleek pottery was nascent
and not clearly established. Geographically Enniskillen was the nearest point to locate the pottery. The Pottery
scene teapot stand has a blue backstamp and an impressed crown and harp. We can tell from the design on the
first teapot stand that it is early as it only appears on early pieces whereas the second stand’s transfer has been
used throughout the history of Belleek and it is therefore difficult to be precise about a time for its production.
However the blue backstamp would indicate an early production despite the fact that such a colour has been
used throughout the history of Belleek production.
Teapot
Teapot stands with the
‘Belleek Enniskillen’ logo
stamp on the left
left hand one

The large Belleek logo on the left hand teapot stand’s
front was used in a slightly smaller scale on stoneware,
which was only produced in the early period as on the
‘Vine’ jug below.
below
Vine jug (right
(right)
right)
Mark on Vine jug

However from here on there is a variation of
marks that need to be sorted out to see if they can
indicate anything about their production date.
For instance how do we deal with such marks as
these on this cup (right and below)
below) as it is confusing because it is black but not of
the usual size? Quite clearly of an earthenware body that appears not of the
usual materials and therefore is the smaller mark an early example or not? The
body could indicate it is early but there are marks of the second period of
similar small size that would indicate that they were using smaller marks on
earthenware prior to the period of change around 1884 -1890.
Belleek earthenware cup with
with small first period backstamp
There are other marks by which it is possible to begin establishing that they do indicate either a possible period
of production or body type. They are blue, red, brown and finally the black one. We need to be aware that
different colours were used for different materials such as parian, earthenware and bone china and so we must
not confuse them and see each as a category in itself. However as time progressed this categorisation was not
adhered to and it is here that care needs to be taken.
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The first pieces to look at are bone china as it is assumed that these were among the first items to be produced
alongside parian and earthenware.
A selection of bone china items

The backstamps on the same bone china items

The red backstamp on the cup above left
An orange backstamp on a bone china
china tureen
The bone china tea sets were in three sizes:
London, Irish and Breakfast but the shapes
were called: Paris, Derry, Greenore block

handle and Greenore ring handle. Bone china usually had a
red or orange mark at the start but then later changed to the
black mark. Note the colour of teapot mark is puce because it
follows the crest on the teapot and not a usual colour for
bone china marks.
The ‘Swann’ teaset
teaset
We know that the bone china Swann set was made mid 1860s
thanks to Paul Tubb’s research and it is clear by then that
black had been established as the usual colour for all Belleek
but it needs to be clear that other colours were still in use.

Other types of marks that indicate early
early production
The "Potter’s Mark"
ark".
We need to deal with what I shall call a "potter’s
mark". This has been called a ‘square wave’ but
this is misleading as this does not have the exact
meaning of a potter’s mark and is not a wave
anyway but formed of straight lines.
Belleek Nautilus vase with impressed marks of potter’s
mark, an additional potter’s mark and ‘Belleek, Co.
Fermanagh’, backstamp in orange,
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Note in a museum catalogue of 1871 (detailed later) this potter’s mark is described as made up of "Irish
characters" but not the Irish language. There has been a lot of speculation in regard to it. However I have
narrowed it down to two possibilities. What the mark stands for I cannot at the moment declare, however what
can be said is that it relates to the very first stages of Belleek between 1858 and 1868 and the creation of the
moulds.
Most pieces with the potter’s mark are issued with a blue or blue-grey Belleek stamp. The fact that the Belleek
backstamp mark first appears in blue or a blue-grey suggests that the pottery was still following a Worcester
partnership in production trials and it is this trial stage of the possibilities with Worcester that the potter’s mark
refers to. It is also clear that the trials with Worcester relate to both the Kerr and Binns period at Worcester and
also the Royal Worcester period after 1862. There are several pieces of Worcester made of shells that have a
yellow lustre inside and a high glaze on the outside in a very Belleek style from the 1860-1865 period. This
connection would have been facilitated after 1862 by Kerr who represented both Belleek and Royal Worcester
as a retailer in Dublin and the strong links established at Worcester with Binns. The potter’s mark denotes that
they were still attempting to firstly perfect the body of the piece and secondly to try out various possible models
for production in conjunction with Worcester. The ‘Ivy’ spill (next page) has what appears to be either a shorter
version of the potter’s mark or a mark that is similar but with different meaning.
On the Belleek Nautilus vase (previous page) there are also two dots and a line
underneath in addition to the usual potter’s mark. It is interesting to note that
there is a Worcester comport that has the similar impressed marks (left) as the
Nautilus Shell vase. Instead of two dots and a line underneath it has three in a
triangle shape.
Marks on the Royal Worcester comport
There are two versions of the Belleek backstamp that occur with the potter’s
mark. One is a true blue mark and one that is much hazier and fuzzy. It is very
much based on the backstamp used on the teapot stand but smaller still.
Whether the fuzzy mark refers to an early version is unknown.
Left, example of a Belleek blue mark
Right, greygrey-blue mark and
potters mark on a ‘Corn’
spill.

However we need to be careful as the pieces with the
potter’s mark may not always be ascribed to this early
period as it depended upon how soon the moulds were
renewed so that they eventually lost the potter’s mark
and the black mark appeared in time. It can be certainly
stated that the potter’s mark in most cases refers to the
early part of the 1860s and maybe a bit beyond. The
pieces identified as having the potter’s mark are:
Ivy Spill
Nautilus Shell Vase
Nautilus Creamer
Small Swan
Corn spill
Triple Basket

Blue stamp logo
Orange stamp logo
Blue stamp logo
Grey-blue logo
Blue stamp logo
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As an addition to the potter’s mark there is either
an abbreviated version of it or a similar one with
another meaning as shown on the Ivy spill (right)
right).
Another potter’s mark on an
an Ivy spill
spill
just visible above the harp

Other colours and markings used for
Belleek backstamps
backstamps
There is a wealth of colours used on parian for the
backstamp such as blue, red, brown and black.
Illustrations of early
Belleek backstamps in
different colours.
colours.
It is speculative but
there does seem to be a
pattern and that the
colour referred to the
body of the piece and
when it was made…but
it is not that simple as
what the colours
referred to changed as
the pottery became more established. It appears the first colour was the true blue mark and then a red colour on
parian which may refer to the yellowish glaze and high lustre glaze found on such pieces. However the red
became identified with bone china and so it is not used on parian so much after the initial period of the pottery.
The red mark does appear to be referring to the body of the piece and most pieces with this red stamp seem to
have a very high lustre glaze and it may refer to this. A brown mark was also used until the black mark became
standardised and it too may have been used to denote some type of production. Of course there is a certain
overlap in the use of these stamps as we are only considering a short period of about 12 years at the most.
Some idea of what was produced in the early days can be gleaned from ‘A Catalogue of British Pottery and
Porcelain’, 1871 as published by the Museum of Practical Geology. The importance of this book is that it has a
list of Belleek items acquired before this date. Given the time lag of collecting, writing and producing the book
the items listed must have come from the early and mid 1860s. The list gives a description of the items and any
trademark markings. Just before publication of this article, I had the opportunity to inspect these items in detail
as it was discovered that they now mostly reside in the "study collection" at the Victoria and Albert museum,
having been transferred there from the Museum of Practical Geology in 1901. Some of these items are
extremely interesting and will feature in forthcoming articles. The list reads:
1. Mug in white porcelain with glaze of feeble lustre; a six-sided body ornamented with vine and ivy in relief,
satyr’s mask under spout, and rustic handle; mark, printed in brown, a round tower, harp, dog and shamrock,
with word BELLEEK. (‘Vine’ jug in stoneware)
2. Tazza, in cream-coloured porcelain, partly glazed, with ribbed body and pair of snake handles; mounted on
pedestal ornamented with garlands and festoons of raised flowers pendent from rams’ heads; impressed
mark in Irish characters. (An example similar to that at the Ulster Museum, illustrated in S. McCrum p.30)
3. Paper Weight in form of a dragon painted red and green, shells at base; mark as 1 printed in red, and Irish
character stamped. (This is a remarkable small paperweight, which is documented only in this catalogue and
not recorded elsewhere. It has extensive "Irish characters" impressed in its base. Having had the
opportunity to inspect and photograph this item at the V&A along with Bev and Chris Marvell, it is clear
that it is a very unusual piece.)
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4. Spill-pot, 6 inches high, in form of a spike of Indian corn; cream-coloured porcelain coated with a lustrous
glaze; leaves tinted yellow; mark printed in blue. (‘Indian Corn’ spill)
5. Large Shell of Dolium modelled in porcelain, tinted, and glazed. (a single unmarked large shell)
This item is featured on the front cover of this Newsletter.
6. Small Shell of Nacta modelled in porcelain and glazed. (a single unmarked small shell)
7. Triple Basket formed of three conventional shells grouped with corals and seaweed; tinted and coated with
lustrous glaze; printed in blue, and Irish character stamped. (triple bucket)
8. Salt cellar in form of a valve of Tridacna (clam shell); mounted on a group of shells, including Corinthium,
Murex, &c.; cream coloured porcelain, tinted and glazed; mark printed in blue, and stamped BELLEEK,
FERMANAGH.
9. Salt Cellar in form of a small clam shell, tinted and glazed; mark printed in blue.
10. Salt Cellar in form of a shell of dolium, tinted and glazed; mark printed in blue.
11. Muffineer in form of a shell of murex, supported on group of coral, tinted and glazed.
12. Argonaut Shell (paper nautilus) mounted on a group of coral springing from a base bestrewn with shells and
seaweed; modelled in porcelain, tinted and glazed; mark printed in blue. (‘Nautilus on Coral’)
13. Cream Jug, in cream-coloured porcelain, ornamented and embossed diamond pattern, having blue bosses in
centres and red bosses at the angles, with gilt leaf borders running round the neck and foot; handle in the
form of a twisted cord, tinted purple; mark printed in blue. (‘Rope Handled’ jug)

This list shows the type of items that were produced by Belleek and considered important at the time. Of the
thirteen items seven backstamps are printed in blue, three have the ‘Irish Characters’ impressed, one has
‘Belleek Fermanagh’ impressed, one is printed in red and notably none has a black backstamp. The wording is
very clear where a printed backstamp is referred to it states, ‘mark printed in’. Where impressed identifications
are referred to it states, ‘and stamped BELLEEK, FERMANAGH.’ or ‘printed in blue’, and ‘Irish character
stamped’. It is clear that when ‘stamped’ is used it means impressed and that ‘Irish characters’ are different
from the words ‘BELLEEK, FERMANAGH’ or the Belleek backstamp. Since the contemporary meaning of a
character was a letter of an alphabet then ‘Irish characters’ should refer to the potter’s mark as being of Gaelic
letters. Note also with the exception of the first item which is stoneware all of them are parian and none of them
are earthenware. It is interesting that it is commonly thought that the potter’s mark is of Irish characters but
nobody is able to read them as such. This leads to considering as to whether they are in fact of Irish origin
whilst still accepting this is as they are described. What is clear is that the potter’s marks and all impressed
marks were made with forethought as the mould was being made but the different coloured backstamps seem to
refer to a type of decoration or glaze after the piece had been fired.
This list of an early collection of Belleek contrasts with the registered designs of Belleek, the earliest of which
were registered in September 1868. The above catalogue list is a special selection of the earliest designs mainly
based on seashells. They appear to be pieces that predate the registered pieces and show what Belleek was
producing in the early 1860s. They relied heavily on adapting designs from other potteries. Now that the
whereabouts of these pieces has been discovered, we will be able to research them in more detail.

‘Belleek' or 'Belleek, Fermanagh' Impressed Stamps
Note that the 1871 catalogue from the Museum of Practical Geology mentions these impressed marks. The
Nautilus Shell vase (on a previous page) also has a 'Belleek, Fermanagh' stamp on it. These two impressed
stamps were used frequently throughout the first period and not just in the 1860s. This means that it is difficult
to ascribe any particular time to a piece with this mark by itself, apart from the fact that many early pieces have
this alone or in conjunction with the normal printed mark.

Registration Marks
The registration dates for Belleek pieces have been fully researched by Brian
Russell and so there is no need to restate these here.
Harp jug showing raised diamond registration mark.
Note the blue stamp with registration date of 18th December 1869
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Care needs to be taken with these registration dates as the prevailing view is that registrated pieces were not
produced before registration which is not necessarily the case and pieces may have been produced before they
were registered. This may have been because it was considered unnecessary before as Belleek was working
closely with Worcester and there may have not been the urgency to register them as other potteries were not
seen as a threat in the early period especially as Belleek was using designs from other potteries.

Date of Production stamps on Earthenware
Another indication of time is what is commonly accepted as impressed date numbers on earthenware that
appear as two numbers above a line with two numbers below. The top two refer to the week of the year out of
52 and the bottom two refer to the year. The years 1877 and 1878 appear to have been particularly productive
as many pieces have numbers for these years. It seems that this date mark was in use for only a few years.

Pieces based on the design of other Potteries
Belleek quite clearly produced items similar in design from other
potteries and there are no marks especially for them such as
registration marks or any potter’s mark. Such designs illustrated
here are Copeland cups and saucers in a Shamrock and Grass
design which predate Belleek’s production of such teaware and a
Minton cabaret set in Belleek’s Lotus design which dates from the
early 1850s and so predates Belleek’s production of the ‘Lotus’
design cream and sugar.
Minton Cabaret set that predates Belleek’s production

Copeland cups and saucers with
deigns that are similar
similar to
Belleek’s.

Certainly it is interesting that Belleek began seriously registering their
designs in September 1868 more rigorously around the time that
Copeland began producing designs that were similar to the Belleek
'Grass' pattern in 1867. The initial stage of trials had turned to full
production and they needed to protect their production by then.
There is also a very important Belleek plate (left) with the usual
Belleek backstamp with the pattern number but with an impressed
Aynsley mark in Simon and Melanie Whitlock’s collection. This
shows how Belleek were quite willing to use products from other
potteries to supplement their own production.
It was not unusual for potteries to do this and there was a history of retailers who solely dealt with decorating
ceramics from various potteries from the late eighteenth century. Donovan of Dublin from about 1780 until
1827 was such an impressive decorator and importer of pottery to Dublin that he was nicknamed, ‘The Emperor
of China’ and Worcester refused to sell their own decorating equipment to him because he had put them out of
business in Dublin.
Equally Aynsley were well known for producing blanks for other potteries such as the Glasgow potteries. The
efficient railways and other forms of transport were able to move these around the country. This puts the recent
connection between Belleek and Aynsley into an historical connection that goes back to the earliest production.
….The concluding part of this article will be in the next issue of the Newsletter.
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Matthew Henry Pope – Potter
By Pat & Paul Tubb
Continuing our look at the workers named by the three sources as coming from Stoke on Trent to Belleek in the
1860s we come to the name of Pope. The three sources are noted in the reference section and contain the only
lists of names of the Staffordshire men who went over to Belleek in its early years that we are aware of. As we
have mentioned in earlier articles, we discovered his given names due to his being a witness to the marriage of
Ebenezer Williams Swann and his second wife Eliza Guest which took place in Ballyshannon on October 2nd
1871. The other witness was Elizabeth Woolliscroft whose father’s story we told in Vol 29/1 of March 2008.

An excerpt from the SwannSwann-Guest
marriage certificate is shown left.

We could read much into Matthew Henry Pope being asked to act as witness, was he a particular friend of
Ebenezer? Had he been a friend from their time in Stoke on Trent? Was he well acquainted with the Swanns,
the Woolliscrofts and/or the Guests? Or did he just happen to be available that day? Was his role akin to that of
‘best man’ in a modern day wedding?
Truth to tell we cannot, from the bare bones of the marriage certificate, answer any of those questions. All we
can say with certainty is that Matthew Henry Pope was living in the vicinity of Belleek in October 1872 and so
there must be a strong possibility that he is the Pope referred to by the authors of the listings we are following
in this series of articles. The fact, too, that he is not listed in the 1871 census index for any other part of the
British Isles should lead to the reasonable surmise that he was in Belleek at that time. This ‘negative’ evidence
has been brought into our previous articles in the same way to argue that men known to have been in
Fermanagh at about this time are absent from the 1871 census index precisely because they are resident in
Belleek at the time.
Disappointingly, at first, there is no reference to a Matthew Henry Pope in the Stoke on Trent census of 1861
either, nor in that of 1851. But he does appear, simply as Matthew, in the 1841 census living with his parents
and siblings at Millfields in Hanley aged 11 and working as a Potter’s apprentice. His father, also Matthew, is
classed as a Potter so it may be that young Matthew was working for his father at this time. He is the eldest of
the five children listed having two sisters and two brothers younger than himself. His mother, Sarah, is not
accorded any occupation so it may be assumed that with father and eldest son earning money the family was at
least as comfortably off as any other working man’s family at that time.
Thanks to the International Genealogical Index [IGI], which has records of many parish registers pre-dating the
start of civil registration in 1837, we can identify Matthew Henry as having been born in Shelton on November
19th 1829 and then baptised on March 14th 1830 at the Hope Independent or Congregational chapel in Shelton.
It would seem, then, that at this time the family had non-conformist leanings in common with very many
workers in the Potteries area and this continued throughout the baptisms of the remaining children through to
1848.
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From the same source, made available by the Church of Latter Day Saints, or Mormons, in Utah USA via the
internet, we learn that his parents, Matthew Pope and Sarah Baxter, were married in the parish church of
Hanley on December 29th 1828. This entry does raise the likelihood that non conformity came from the father
rather than the mother, since the marriage would have almost certainly taken place in her church, and that it
might therefore be based on the perceived lot of the working classes as seems to have happened quite regularly
at this time. The older Matthew had himself been baptised in the parish church at Hanley in December 1802 and
been given, simply, the name Matt, so the espousal of non conformity would seem to have started with him and,
probably, arose from conversations with his fellow workers about their conditions and place in society.
At the time of the 1851 census the family are living in Well Street, Hanley but only four of the children are
listed with Matthew and Sarah at this time. As mentioned earlier, we have not been able to identify Matthew
Henry from the index of that census. This could be due to a number of factors. He might simply have been
overlooked as did happen when a young person is living in the family of another as a servant or apprentice etc;
or he may have been recorded in such a way that the index compilers have not been able to recognise his name
and have recorded him as something wholly other – this happens more often than any of us would like!! – or he
may be living outside the confines of the UK census, as happens to those abroad or at sea etc.
He must have been somewhere in 1851 because five years later in September 1856 he turns up in the parish
church of Armitage in Staffordshire marrying Maria Wooding the nineteen year old daughter of a local farmer,
Benjamin Wooding, from Handsacre.

The church at Armitage, pictured here (left),
(left) is
dedicated to St John the Baptist and contains
within it some beautiful Minton tiles which had
been donated by Herbert Minton in 1848 during
the restoration of the church, the money for
which was provided by Josiah Spode IV who
had made his home in the parish at Hawksyard
Hall. Josiah also provided an organ which came
from Lichfield Cathedral. Josiah himself was
the organist at the church.

Examples of
the Minton
floor tiles
from
Armitage
parish
church.
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The decorated organ pipes in Armitage parish church, originally in Lichfield Cathedral.
Matthew and Maria’s marriage certificate gives his occupation as ‘Potter’ and his residence as Armitage. Thus
it would appear that Matthew has ventured away from Stoke on Trent and is working in the burgeoning pottery
works at Armitage which had begun to turn out sanitary ware from 1851. We have come across this before, that
is the willingness of men to move around the country to find work, and little pockets of Staffordshire families
can be found almost anywhere potteries are to be found.
Armitage is not as far from the ‘Potteries’ as many places where the industry flourished from Scotland to South
Wales. A small pottery had been set up in Armitage by 1817 and this had developed to the production of
sanitary ware by 1851. It is, of course, for Sanitary ware that the name was to become famous and is still in
operation in this field today. It was in 1867 that the local congregational minister, the Rev Edward Johns,
bought the pottery and founded Edward Johns and Company Sanitary pottery – it is said that from his name
comes the euphemism’ John’ for his product – which later was called Armitage Ware.
But, our Matthew Henry was not to be part of that development because we find him and his wife living at
Bovey Tracy in Devon at the time of the 1861 census with a number of other Staffordshire families as their near
neighbours. The Bovey Tracy Pottery Company had been formed in 1843 from an earlier enterprise but does
not seem to have made much of a mark until late in Victorian times when it turned out dinner services and
government stamped measuring vessels often for use by the Royal Navy. Prior to 1894 it seems to have
occasionally used a backstamp in the form of B.T.P.Co
It is a surprise to find our man listed simply as Henry Pope, but from the other parts of the entry it is clearly him
and his wife. Their birthplaces are given as Hanley and Armitage respectively and he is again recorded as a
Potter whilst Maria is down as a Warehouse woman. They have no children with them after nearly five years of
marriage but they may have had one or more who had also died in the interim. Without purchasing a number of
certificates for births and deaths of ‘Possibles’ it is impossible to say whether there were children or not when
they do not survive to the next census point.
How long Matthew Henry and Maria remained in Devon it is impossible for us to say. The next piece of certain
information we have about him is his presence as a witness at Ebenezer Swann’s wedding in Ballyshannon in
1871. It could be that he heard about McBirney’s seeking recruits in the Potteries and he went back there to join
the first group of recruits in 1863, or soon afterwards. He was clearly a Potter who was prepared to go wherever
the work was, just like Woolliscroft, so that ‘giving Ireland a go’ may have seemed a good idea. If he stayed on
from 1863 to 1871 and beyond it would be likely that Maria accompanied him but we have not found any
evidence to support that assumption. Nor, given his being in Devon in 1861, can we be sure he was one of the
Goss workers who are reputed to be the first recruits.
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Certainly from our earlier research we are aware that many Staffordshire men went over to Belleek later in the
decade – Swann, Woolliscroft and the Astleys are examples - because we have evidence of their being in Stoke
on Trent during the 1860s for various vital events. Because Matthew Henry and Maria do not appear to have
had any children we cannot follow their lives as closely as we have been able to do for others.
All we can say for certain is that Matthew Henry was in Devon in 1861, at Belleek in 1871 and back in Stoke
on Trent by the time of the 1881 census. In 1881 he and Maria are living at 51 Talbot Street in Hanley and they
have with them a niece, Isabella Newcroft aged just 7 and born in Armitage. At least it looks like ‘Newcroft’ on
the enumerators form but after further investigation we are sure that it should read Isabella Morecroft, because
Maria’s sister, Eliza, had married Joseph Morecroft in Armitage during 1872 and Isabella was born there in the
spring of 1874. Did Maria and Matthew come back from Belleek for the wedding? Perhaps, but we cannot say
definitely, although the presence of their daughter in Matthew and Maria’s household in 1881 may indicate a
closeness between the sisters despite their being ten years apart in age. We have no precise indication as to why
Isabella was living with Matthew and Maria at the time of the census, but their childless state may have made
them favourite Aunt and Uncle to any of Maria’s sibling’s children. The fact that Joseph and Eliza had his
mother living with them in their home at Handsacre at the time of the census may also have had an effect on
Isabella being in Hanley with her aunt and uncle.
Mathew himself is noted as a Potter’s Packer and therefore no longer employed as a Potter and this may have
been because he could not find a job in his proper trade when he returned from Belleek, or perhaps his state of
health had deteriorated to the point where he was unable to ply his trade any more. He and Maria moved back
to the Armitage area at some point because he died there on October 10th 1887 aged just 57 from Phithisis [sic],
which we would know as TB today, a disease which carried off many potters. Maria, now a widow, was the
informant on the death certificate and their address is given simply as Handsacre. His occupation is given as
‘Potter’.
It was a sad year for Maria as her sister, Eliza, had also died in the early months of that year and this may, of
course, have been the reason for Matthew and Maria returning to Handsacre as there was another of Eliza’s
daughters, Florence Dora, to be looked after as well. Florence had been born in 1883 and was only three and a
half when her mother died. Joseph naturally turned for help to his wife’s sister who had already spent some
time looking after Isabella and it would appear that the arrangement worked out very well because in less than
two years Joseph and Maria were married in St Mark’s Church, Shelton on June 30th 1889 and, at the time of
the 1891 census, are living with the two girls in Rugeley Road, Armitage.

Left: St Mark’s Church, Shelton.
[Photograph by Eddie Murphy]

Precisely why they returned to Stoke on Trent for the marriage is a mystery. They were both quite free to
marry, being widow and widower respectively and we are not aware that marrying your dead wife’s sister
carried any particular stigma which might lead to doing the job quietly and they moved back to their small
village location afterwards.
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On the marriage certificate they give their addresses as ‘Tinsclough’ for him and ‘Clyde Street’ for her which
locates them as living in the Shelton parish. Neither family have any connection with Stoke on Trent apart from
Maria’s marriage to Matthew. The Wooding family were Farmers and her father came originally from
Northamptonshire and the Morecrofts were a long standing family in Armitage who have no connection with
the pottery industry, least of all with the Moorcrofts of today, in so far as we have been able to discover.
Maria died at Handsacre on January 25th 1894 aged 56 years and is described as the ‘wife of a drainage
contractor’. The cause of death is stated to be ‘fatty degeneration of the heart’ and the informant was her
husband, Joseph. At first glance Maria’s appears to have been a relatively humdrum life, being born, twice
married and dying within a small radius but the bare bones hide periods of life in Devon, Co Fermanagh and in
Stoke on Trent as her first husband followed his trade in each of those places. It is quite possible that the lack of
children to her marriage with Matthew was a disappointment to her. But later in life she acquired her sister’s
two girls and, hopefully, had the satisfaction of continuing their care especially after her sister’s death.
Matthew Henry Pope is one of the Staffordshire men who went to Belleek in the 1860s, but we do not know
precisely when he went nor when he came back. His trade as a Potter did not lead to him becoming a leading
light in any of the potteries for whom he worked but did contribute significantly to his death from the potters
curse. The bare bones of his life are told here from entries in the public records and we leave it to our readers to
fill in any gaps from their own imaginations, or to take up the task of researching further into his life and
achievements.
We must record our thanks to Eddie Murphy for the picture of St Mark’s Church in Shelton and to Gina
Kelland who, once again, has perused our manuscript and made a number of valuable suggestions and
amendments. All remaining errors are entirely down to us.
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Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware - Part 14
Miscellaneous Concluded
By Tony Fox
Part fourteen of this series of
articles is concerned with
patterns not included in previous
articles (except for Ring Handle)
manufactured in earthenware
which belong to the
Geometric/Abstract design motif
group.
This is a very difficult area due
to the lack of information and
photographs of the various items
of tea ware also, last but not least
the small number of collectors of
Belleek earthenware, particularly
tea ware, when compared to the
many collectors of Belleek
parian and bone china tea ware.
Above: Part tea set in earthenware, spare saucer breakfast size, BI
We are indebted to earthenware collectors Don and Gretchen Campbell for their kind assistance in this regard.
So what is Earthenware?
Earthenware is a ceramic made from porous opaque clay mixed with potash, sand and feldspar and is fired at
relatively low temperatures. From ancient times, earthenware was made all over the world.
Earthenware items are usually relatively thickly potted, although may sometimes be as thin as bone china and
other porcelains (rarely in Belleek’s case). It is not translucent (unlike parian and bone china) and is more easily
chipped than other body types because it is less tough, coarser and more porous - but its low cost and easier
working compensate for these deficiencies. Due to its higher porosity, earthenware must usually be glazed in
order to be watertight. The quality of earthenware items can vary from very poor to good depending on the
purity and ratios of ingredients used (recipe). An easy way to tell if a body is earthenware is that you can’t see
thorough it, even with the aid of a light, the body and/or glaze might be crazed (although bone china can have
glaze crazing) or discoloured (although again bone china also can suffer from this, but unlike most earthenware
staining on bone china can be bleached out!).
From the earliest days Armstrong experimented with earthenware recipes and it is thought that simple
earthenware items (including stoneware which is a type of earthenware) were the first to be produced by the
Pottery, but there was no explicit mention of tea ware. Again there may be a suspicion that undecorated
earthenware items were bought in by the Pottery, decorated and had the Belleek mark applied (in a similar way
to our suspicions about some bone china items).
So now we are clear about what body type we are concerned with in this article – basically the heavier, thicker
earthenware examples of tea ware.
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Sources of primary information on Belleek tea ware manufactured
manufactured in earthenware
In the circumstances it may be useful to record what is known regarding earthenware black mark tea ware and
the sources of information. It is somewhat of a paradox to suggest that so little is known about this particular
aspect of Belleek when the general consensus has usually appeared to indicate otherwise i.e. it has always been
produced in large qualities by Belleek from almost day one and is well documented. There is no evidence, to
date, to indicate that the impressed Harp and Crown Harp composition marks were used on earthenware tea
ware items. The printed marks used for earthenware tea ware during the first and second periods are for all
practical purposes the same as those found on parian and bone china tea ware. However there is one notable
exception which concerns the third period mark for earthenware which involves the introduction in 1926 or
thereabouts of the Melvin Ware mark to differentiate earthenware from parian production until the termination
of earthenware manufacture in 1946 which coincided with the change of kilns from coal fired to electric firing
operation.
The following sources of information provide a limited insight
into the black mark earthenware tea ware but it is an area where
considerable research is required in order to realise a greater
understanding of this very important early aspect of Belleek tea
ware production.

a) Price Scale dated 1875
This includes earthenware on the title sheet and contains a single
page under the heading of ‘Tea Scale’ which lists twenty nine
individual tea ware pieces but does not include a teapot. It is
reasonable to assume from the descriptions of the various items
the list refers to earthenware tea ware. There is no mention of a
pattern name, however, three sizes of teacups are available i.e.
‘London Teas’, Irish Teas’ and ‘Breakfasts’. London teas are
probably the smallest size (2/9 : 2 shillings and 9 pence), Irish
teas are mid sized (3/9) with Breakfasts the largest (4/9).
More importantly each of the 3 sizes of teacup are offered in the
following shape variations, viz:-

3 Tea cup/handle shapes:1) Paris
2) Derry
3) Greenore (2 variants- Block
or Ring Handle)
3 Tea cup sizes:1) London
2) Irish
3) Breakfast
We assume that the above prices include a saucer. At this stage we have taken the above descriptions at face
value – i.e. they refer to the shape of cup or handle or perhaps both. We have made quite a few assumptions
here and so a great deal of research is required in this context and a good starting point is the availability of
photographic evidence showing different teacup shapes and handles in order to establish the necessary criteria
to satisfy the aforementioned variations. This obviously will not be easy due to the apparent dearth of surviving
tea ware examples. We are therefore presented with a rather formidable challenge and I would ask Belleek
Collectors worldwide to assist us in this task. Thank you.
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b) Sepia Lantern Slide c1892 “Common ware”

A view of the earthenware (“Common ware”) store room at Belleek
c1892 (UK Belleek Collectors’ Group –150 years of the Belleek
Pottery [g]) at first sight seems to predominately show mugs, plates,
bowls and sanitary wares. However, closer inspection shows that
what we had assumed initially to be mugs on the wooden racks are
in fact teacups – stacks of them. Goodness knows where the piles of
saucers to match are being kept!
There are two shapes of cup (globular and conical) and two shapes
of handle (rounded and angular), also a variety of decorations.
Where are they all now, why are they so rare?

Left and Below:
Rack closeclose-up and
further closeclose-ups of the
teacups - taken from the
above lantern slide
image.
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c) The 1904 Illustrated Catalogue
The title sheet under the general heading of earthenware lists breakfast and tea services which are described and
illustrated on four pages towards the back (see
see below).
below

On the first of these pages, Nos.834 is listed (but strangely
not illustrated) as ‘Evening or London Teas’ and Nos.835 is
listed as ‘Irish Size’ (see
see left).
left There is no reference to
‘Breakfasts’. Nos.834 is confusing since it is not clear
whether or not ‘Evening’ is an alternative description for
‘London Teas’ or they are two separate sizes/types. Since
they are both the same price (3/- : 3 shillings) it is assumed
that the latter case is correct.
On another page (see
see left)
left Nos.848 lists the same description
and the prices are identical which again leads to confusion.
However, nos.849 on this page lists Breakfast or Irish Size
together, can it be that these are again two separate
sizes/types at the same price (4/6 : 4 shillings & 6 pence). If
this indeed should prove to be the case then an extra size of teacup has been introduced since the publication of
the 1875 Price Scale, namely ‘Evening Teas’. There is no mention of the named variations identified in the
1875 Price Scale but close scrutiny of the teacups photographed reveals noticeable differences in the handles
which would seem to suggest that this is what the variations refer to, i.e. handles not teacup shape. Although the
teacups bear a close affinity to the Ring Handle pattern the same does not apply to the other tea ware items.
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Left and Below: Cups & saucers
from the 1904 catalogue.
3 shapes of cup, 4 shapes of
handle
handle and 2 sizes

Right: Cup & saucer in same
shape and decoration as
No849 immediately above,
but with a different handle,
BI
Middle and far
far Right: Cup,
shape not recognised, BII
(printed in blue), with logo.
logo.

Above: Cups in 2 sizes, Ring Handle
Handle shape & handle as No852, all BII, centre example with logo. Note larger cup has a block
area to ring handle, was this to provide support for the larger size?
The logo (right
right)
right on 2 of the above cups is significant as it accurately dates them, it
is for the Irish Defence Forces (Óglaigh na hÉireann). On 3 August 1923 the new
Irish state passed the "Defence Forces (Temporary Provisions) Act", the
establishment of the Forces was on 1 October 1924 [i]. So this is proof that
Belleek was
producing
earthenware tea ware
and using the
conventional second
period mark until
1923/24 at least.
Left: Comparison of cup sizes v’s a mug
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The 1904 catalogue shows three different teapots, one of which is of oval shape (see below):
below
845: Teapots, 18’s 1/-

846: Do. 24’s 0/11

847: Do. Oval 1/-

Left:
Left: 2 Teapots as
as No845 or No846
above. Teapot on the right, BI. On the
left, BII (mark shown below)

Left: the same teapots with matching
shape creams, left cream BI, Right BII

Right: A similar teapot, BI
(mark shown above)
Left: An unrecorded teapot shape with
fluted base and lid, BI
Below: The same teapot with another
similar (but smaller) with transfer and
hand tinted flowers, BII
Below right:
right: fluted base and lid
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The teacups, creams and bowls on these pages
from the 1904 catalogue appear to be slightly
different but it is difficult to be sure without
being able to carry out a comparison on actual
examples of the various tea ware items.
835: Irish size 18 to doz 4/6
837: Muffin plate, 5-in., 1/3
842: Bowls, 24’s, 30’s, 36’s to doz 5/8
843: Creams each 0/4 ½
848: Evening or London Teas, 18 to doz 3/849: Breakfast or Irish size, “ 4/6
852: Muffin plate, 6-in., 1/5
857: Bowls, 24’s, 30’s, 36’s to doz 5/8
860: Creams each 0/4 ½
866: Fluted jugs 12’s 0/6

Above: Tea set, BI,
BI, showing bowl (sugar or slop or other type)

Right: Similar bowl from 1904 catalogue

In the 1904 catalogue (see
see images below)
below there are two No843 creams illustrated, each
with a different shape, and also No842 bowls (we assume these are sugar bowls).
Below: Image from 1904 catalogue & 3 examples of creams. 2 left creams are the same shape as the No843 jug to their left, BI
& BI
BII. The different shaped cream on their right has
has the same flower sprig decoration as the bowl above, BI.

Left:
Left: Image from 1904
catalogue & example of the
same shaped cream, BII
Right: From 1904 catalogue.
Cream No860, no example yet
seen. Bowl No857, again no
example seen - as this was sold
by the dozen maybe it is not a
sugar bowl?
Left: Image
Image from 1904 catalogue, No866 ‘Fluted Jug’ with an
example of the same jug & transfer decoration in blue, BI
Right: 2 more
similar fluted
jugs, one with
bird transfer
decoration, both
both
8¼” high, both
BII
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Below:
Below: A different shape of fluted jug, unrecorded, with
delightful transfer decoration of a maiden playing the harp
with Irish wolfhound at her feet, 8¼” tall, BI

Above:
Above: 2 ‘Ships Jugs’ of different sizes (transferred 5 1/16”
& sponge ware 6 3/6”), both BI.
BI.

Above: 2 milk jugs, different sizes (4 3/16” & 5 ¾”), both BI

d) The Belleek Pottery Old Photogram Album
Although there are no photographs of earthenware tea ware pieces shown in this publication [d] there is one
item worth noting. Page 73 photograph N.131 shows some Ring Handle Ivory tea ware pieces with Limoges
decoration. In the general notes (page 104) the author, Fergus Cleary, states “The Ring Handle Tea Set was a
popular choice as well whenever special decorated tea sets were commissioned. It does seem to have began as
[an] Earthenware set but its suitability for hand decoration meant that it crossed over to parian production’.
To date, the Ring Handle pattern is the only known Belleek tea ware pattern which was produced in parian,
bone china and earthenware body types. We think the term ‘Ring Handle Ivory’ refers to this pattern only when
the item is in a parian body, in Belleek catalogues “Ivory China” is another description for glazed parian (as
opposed to ‘White china’ which generally refers to bone china). Further extensive research is needed to
establish the full extent of production in the latter body type which falls into the early production of Belleek tea
ware.

e) The Corrigan Manuscript
The author of the ‘Corrigan Manuscript’, Mrs. M. A. Jenks [a], covers Belleek earthenware in chapter four of
the manuscript. However, tea sets and teapot stands are only briefly covered on page 102 whereby she states
that “Belleek produced earthenware tea sets in the ring handled style with floral designs in colour”
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The Third Period – Melvin Ware
No Belleek earthenware (tea ware or other) has been seen to-date with the regular
Belleek third period mark. Throughout the third period years Belleek instead used
the Melvin Ware mark, it is not yet clear when this started or finished, but at present
we believe it was adopted close to the start of the third period in 1926, until when
the new kilns were installed at the pottery in 1946. We have found no evidence that
Melvin Ware was made ‘outside’ the Pottery.

Above: Melvin Ware breakfast set decorated with Belleek’s Celtic transfer. Cups
Cups and saucers breakfast sized. Bowl maybe be a
slop or sugar or another type.
Again very little tea ware has been seen, the breakfast set above being the largest representative. The cups seem
to be a domed type shape (not the same bone china ‘Dome’ pattern as discussed in the last article), 2 sizes of
cup have been recorded, The teapot and cream are plain and globular.

Above: Melvin Ware cups,
cups, the plain one slightly smaller (3/16th inch shorter) and also with ‘A’ printed war time mark
Right Above: Melvin Ware
teapot plain
Left: Melvin Ware cream
plain
Right: Melvin Ware teapot
with coloured cottage
transfer decoration (lacking
lid)
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Questions raised from article Part 12
•

‘Sèvres’ Style
We have been given a picture of a ‘Sèvres’ Style
teapot (large size), BI (Courtesy of Don & Gretchen
Campbell)

Questions raised from the last article Part 13
•

Pattern 36
We have been given a picture of a Pattern 36 cup and saucer
which shows a cob handle and lustre interior (Courtesy of
Marck Lane)

Questions raised from this article Part 14
•
•

Are there any examples of earthenware tea ware which have the
impressed Harp or Crown Harp composition marks?
Are there any examples of earthenware tea ware manufactured
during the third period which do not have the Melvin Ware mark
i.e. they have the normal third period black mark as used on
parian tea ware?

Patterns to be covered in Tea ware Part 15
•
•

An exciting and interesting find. A recently discovered old
photograph shows two tea ware pieces in a Belleek parian pattern previously unrecorded.
Pattern 37 – What is it!

This article describes what we know TO DATE, please if you have further information get in touch with
Tony at research@belleek.org.uk, he would be very grateful to receive it.

WE NEED YOUR COMMENTS & HELP – ANY FEEDBACK WOULD BE GREAT!
…And a very big thank you to all of you whose pictures I have included.

– Tony

(produced in collaboration with Bev Marvell)

Information & Photos Courtesy of:of:-

Don Campbell, Neville Maguire, Eddie & Linda Murphy, eBay.
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Don Clinton's
Clinton's Belleek
Eighteen years ago, in June 1993, Don Clinton, one of our US members, the BCIS Belleek Honouree in 1990
and a true enthusiast for Belleek, began a series of articles which were then published in the "Irish Tribune".
Don wrote the articles and Betty, his wife, took the photographs.
The articles still today make a good introduction to Belleek and Belleek collecting, so we have decided to
reproduce some of them, 18 years or so after their first publication. It's interesting to see if our views have
changed over this span of time.... Don began the first article (for the June 1993 issue) as follows:
"On the banks of the river Erne in County Fermanagh lies the quaint and charming village of Belleek. Since its
founding (1857) the Belleek Pottery has been producing quality earthenware and porcelain which has been so
highly regarded that it has become very collectable. The early years were devoted more to the manufacture of
the more industrial and heavy duty products from hospital bed pans to telegraph insulators and dinner platters
to chamber pots.
In the 1860's the very special clay, which
gave off a whitish glistening, was recognised
as unique for the production of a very very
fine, thin and translucent parian china. Tea
services, tableware and ornamental pieces
were shown at the Dublin Exposition of 1872,
The Melbourne International Exhibition of
1880 and again at the Paris Exhibition of
1900; the Gold Medals were as welcome as a
'soft rain' and brought fame and notoriety to
the Irish Parian."
...and here is the article Don wrote for the
January 1994 issue of the Irish Tribune.
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Auction Reports
Reports - some exceptional Items of Belleek
Wilsons Auction – The Middletown Convent collection
In this issue we first have news of an exceptional auction which took place on 7th October 2010 at Wilsons
Auctioneers, Mallusk, Newtownabbey, County Antrim, Northern Ireland.

As this press cutting from the Irish News, published just before the sale took place, (above) says, the Belleek in
the sale represented a collection of pieces which had been accumulated by the Louis nuns at Middletown
Convent, County Armagh. The items were sold because the Convent and the associated heritage centre were
being closed after being in existence for 135 years. The Belleek in the sale included a number of large flowered
jardinières, bird stump vases and a good selection of interesting earthenware items. The star item was however
a beautiful shell pattern dejeuner set decorated in pink and gilt, which sold for £ 2,400 plus buyer's premium.
Here are the Belleek results from this sale. Prices are hammer prices to which 15% buyer's premium plus VAT
needs to be added to get the actual purchase price.
Lot

Auction Description

43
44
173
190
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202

Second period Belleek marbleised wash bowl (earthenware with transferred marble effect)
Belleek first period platter depicting daffodils (earthenware with hairline crack)
Belleek holy water font
7 first period Belleek side plates - Queen's Institute service design
7 assorted third period Belleek mugs
Ornate Belleek one-handled jug with floral design
Very decorative third period flower vase, third period
Third period Belleek font
Modern Belleek ewer with painted coloured flowers
Belleek teapot circa 1946-1955
Attractive second period Belleek ewer
Modern Belleek vase
8 various pieces of damaged Belleek china
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£150
£80
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203
204
205
206
215
216
217
218
219
220
239
240
241
242
243
gilt,
244
245

2 Belleek cups and saucers and 2 coffee cups
£190
4 second period Belleek side plates and 2
saucers
£20
2 large first period Belleek plates with gold lines
£110
Belleek font damaged
£10
Attractive second period Belleek flower pot
£210
Victoria Centrepiece
£160
Large second period Belleek flower pot
£380
Unusual second period Belleek flower pot
depicting shells
£475
First period Belleek 3-shell dish (earthenware)
£260
Belleek second period footed flower pot with
applied birds
£300
Belleek attractive flowered Aberdeen ewer
second period
£230
Large decorative second period Belleek flower
pot with birds and flowers
£750
Second period Belleek bird stump vase
£480
Second period Belleek bird stump vase (bird
with damaged wing)
£120
Shell teaware dejeuner set, tinted pink and
first period - very collectable
£2400
Second period Belleek flower pot with floral
relief
£520
Magnificent second period Belleek 2-handled
flower pot
£480

Some of the large jardinières had damage to a
greater or lesser extent to the applied flowers
and this is perhaps reflected in some of the
prices achieved.

It is perhaps a sign of the times that some of
the prices seem low given the quality and
provenance of the pieces concerned. It is also
somewhat sad that the Convent has now sold
(and dispersed) pieces that were purchased or
otherwise acquired over the preceding 135
years. It is to be hoped that some of our UK
Group collectors will have benefited from this
by adding historic items to their collections.
Images courtesy of Wilsons Auctions,
Mallusk Auction Centre, Newtownabbey.
Note: Lots 224 & 228 are not Belleek related!
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Belhorn Auction Report - The Michele May Collection
By Bev Marvell
Marvell
A dedicated auction of Michele May’s collection of Belleek was held by Belhorn Auction on Sunday 19th
December 2010. Michele is a veteran collector, many of you might know of her by her eBay pseudonym
‘dadaclock’ and she has bought many choice items over the years. Greg Belhorn advertised the auction the
week before by contacting as many Belleek Chapters as possible and hoping the word would spread – which it
did, as Belleekers tend to be generous with leads.
We know that disposing of a collection for any avid collector is a major occasion; emotionally and logistically,
so we asked Michele for some background…
Michele told us: ‘Most of my story has to do with my husband and myself moving. In 1996 we moved from
our family home of more than 20 years in the city of Buffalo (New York) to a suburb of Buffalo where we felt
like fish out of water. To compensate for this we would get out of our new house whenever possible and drive
around New York state looking for antiques that might help our house feel like a home. This never happened
(we sold this house 3 years and 2 days later, we were counting), but along the way I started to see a few pieces
of Belleek which I really liked and my husband, Jamie, became very interested in clocks he would see. So, now
on our drives we were hunting for Belleek and clocks. This was just about the same time that I found eBay and
realized that there were many more interesting pieces available on eBay so dadaclock was born. I loved the old
baskets with no colour the best and the brooches reminded me of these just in a smaller form. When buying on
eBay I did make many new friends who also loved Belleek and I was able to purchase many pieces from them
directly. The piano with flowers from Jean Weleck's collection was one of those pieces. I did join the Belleek
group out of Toronto (Trillium) since that was actually the closest group to me. Buffalo being right on the
border of Canada where we own a summer home made it easy for me to attend their meetings and functions. I
did attend one Belleek convention in Michigan where I saw some of the most beautiful pieces of Belleek
brought over by European sellers for the convention. My reason for selling the collection has to do with another
move. Last year we purchased a town home in Florida where we are planning on spending our winters and we
will continue to summer in Canada. Living in a condo building an estate sale was impossible so we decided to
send most of the clocks (over 125) and other antiques at a
local auction house. I knew that Belleek was an international
product and therefore an Internet auction seemed to be the
way to go…yes I believe Internet auctions are an excellent
way to sell Belleek but do your homework about the auction
house first. I kept two pieces, a first period triple fish vase
which I had been on the hunt for forever and had just
acquired and a large first period mirror, thinking I could
always use a mirror. We also brought about five or six
clocks with us to Florida which all have a water theme. As
for collections, now we both feel good about being relieved
of our collections and we are trying to keep this place light
and airy with just a few special pieces. I guess we have come
to the conclusion that less is better and don't leave it to the
kids because they don't want anything that isn't disposable!’
Lot 484: GIII, $550 (ex Jean Weleck collection)
So, this was an auction with a difference in that it was by online bidding only, even for seasoned auction goers
this was a bit daunting as the bidding could be fast and furious and you had to keep your wits to get a bid in.
672 lots were listed in chronological order, finishing with Belleek related lots by other manufacturers: US
‘Belleek’ companies like Ott & Brewer (45 lots), Brianchon (7 lots), etc.. and finally ending with reference
books and ephemera.
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All lots were wonderfully photographed together with images of their marks and a detailed description of
condition and any faults. Of course the main lots of desire and value were the early pieces that came up at the
start of the auction. There were 369 lots of ‘Black Mark’ (125 First Period; 111 Second Period; 81 Third
Period, others early unmarked). Green Mark had 83 lots, then 93
newer pieces. The auction total hammer price was US$109,000
(not including buyers premium), 114% above the mid pre-sale
estimate. Of this total $97,000 was for the Black Mark lots, on
average these sold for 121% above the mid pre-sale estimate. Of
the Green Mark and other manufacturers there were some star
lots too which sold well. Only 25 lots were passed, mainly new
Belleek.
The most contested - Lot 227: ‘Dino’ BII, $5250
Also there was a comprehensive collection of some of
‘Michele’s favourite’ items spanning all periods: 21
baskets/woven pieces (not all Belleek) and 41 brooches
including 2 rare ones with a First Period mark.

Lot 139: Rathmore basket, 4 strand, $3600
Lot 106: Rare BI brooch with box, $350

Online auctioning is MUCH slower than its
auction room equivalent and it took over 10
hours to complete the entire auction - a
marathon for the auctioneer and those of us
who were determined to watch all the lots
go under the hammer. Since the auction kicked off at 7:00 am PT time, this meant sitting up until the early
hours (UK) or getting up very early (NZ). It was very exciting, entertaining and we know a lot of Belleekers
participated and many are now the proud new owners of some fine pieces.

Some examples of Lots with prices
prices realised (not including Buyer's Premium of 15%)
The full schedule of lot descriptions with details on condition and results can be found on our Group website
www.belleek.org.uk and at Belhorn’s website page www.liveauctioneers.com/catalog/23481. All photographs
courtesy of Belhorn Auctions

Lot 10: BI, $170

Lot 14: BI, $350

Lot 15: BI, $500
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Lot 17: BI, $850

Lot 19: BI, $775

Lot 21: BI, $375

Lot 31: BI, $650

Lot 32: BI, $325

Lot 35: BI, $200

Lot 44: BI, $525

Lot 45: BI, $725

Lot 46: BI, $1150

Lot 56: BI, $725

Lot 59: BI, $575

Lot 60: BI, $300

Lot 61: BI, $1650

Lot 63: BI, $250

Lot 66: BI, $700

Lot 72: BI $1400

Lot 73: BI, $4100

Lot 76: BI, $875

Lot 77: BI, $2400

Lot 85: BI, $225
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Lot 88: BI, $825

Lot 94: BI, $1200

Lot 98: BI, $325

Lot 104: BI, $3200

Lot 107: BI, $120

Lot 109: BI, $4700

Lot 110: BI, $140

Lot 114: BI, $275

Lot 123: 3 strand, $1100

Lot 124: 3 strand, $450

Lot 125: 3 strand, $775

Lot 129: 2 strand, $325

Lot 138: ‘Ireland’, $950

Lot 142: BI, $1050

Lot 143: BI, $900

Lot 146: BI, $200

lot 164: Unmarked, $150

Lot 180: BII, $325

Lot 194: BII, $190

Lot 196: BII, $110
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Lot 201: BII, $220

Lot 206: BII, $425

Lot 217: BII, $275

Lot 219: BII, $300

Lot 231: BII, $550

Lot 237: BII, $425

Lot 264: BII, $900

Lot 271: BII, $1400

Lot 310: BIII, $100

Lot 313: BIII, $300

Lot 315: BIII, $500

Lot 352: BIII, $120

lot 353: BIII, $130

Lot 448: GII, $525

Lot471: GIII, $160

Lot: 502: 7th, $1500

Lot 598: Brianchon, $160

Lot 599: Bundoran, $75

Lot 606: C’ Art Co, $250

Lot 634: Ott&Brewer, $250
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Some exceptional Items of Belleek
sold recently on Ebay
IRISH BELLEEK ANGEL FIGURINE HOLY WATER FONT
BLACK MARK
Angel figurine or Holy Water font.…Excellent condition…6.5” tall

Sold for: US$662
EBay selle
seller: garv82,
garv82, Period: Second Black
Rare Belleek Griffin On
Shell
… All the shells in perfect
condition, the tips of the
griffin's wings broke off,
but have since been
professionally repaired

Sold for: US$510
EBay selle
seller: fancyfox823
Period: unmarked, possibly
Second Black?
Black?
Rare Antique Belleek Shell on Coral Creamer 1st Black
…pearl luster finish to exterior with traces of Cob luster on inside of the
nautilus … perfect condition for age, … typical wear to cob luster

Sold for: US$325
EBay selle
seller: matawaner
Period: First Black
Antique Belleek Shell ,Black Mark
…No damage and no restoration…Partial black mark remaining

Sold for: £132
EBay selle
seller: viersa
Period: mark rubbed, possibly First Black
UNUSUAL BELLEEK
SHELL - BLACK MARK
…shell supported by trails of
seaweed..with an impressed
Belleek and co Fermanagh…very
good condition … very slight rub
to the gilt

Sold for: £420
EBay selle
seller: veryluckysilverpig
Period: First Black
Belleek Dolphin and Shell
gravy boat Second Black
…(or creamer, butter boat, etc).…in near-mint to mint condition.

Sold for: US$511.09, EBay selle
seller: jimistar82,
jimistar82, Period: Second Black
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Belleek first period porcelain
basket, circa 1863-90
…..3” high and 9”across….On the
underside is a single strip with the
impressed 'Belleek Co Fermanagh'

Sold for: £443.75
EBay selle
seller: 23983566
23983566
Period: First Black/3
Black/3 strand
RARE IRISH BELLEEK
ENCRUSTED BIRD ON NEST
STUMP VASE
…featuring a tree trunk crusted with
vines, leaves, flowers & with a
female bird in nest & a male bird on top …12 1/2" tall… excellent condition

Sold for: US$909,
US$909, EBay
EBay selle
seller: i4glass2,
i4glass2, Period: unmarked, possibly Second Black
Exquisite Belleek Rathmore Basket
…latticework and floral encrusted… Ivory pearlized
finish. 5" tall, 12" long, 6" wide. No cracks, chips or
repairs. .. Faint impressed markings on two pads on the
underside read, "BELLEEK R" and "CO Fermanagh."

Sold for: US$5600
EBay selle
seller: 110leh
Period: after 1955/4
1955/4
strand
RARE Antique Belleek Tri Footed Jardinière Black Mark
…Tiny floral shamrocks pattern cascading from top…Crown-shaped
scalloped rim…Acorns & oak leaves rise from tri-footed oak tree
base…Signature Belleek subtly iridescent glaze on ivory… approx. 10 1/4"
high... VG to excellent

Sold for: US$1126.17,
US$1126.17, EBay selle
seller: amam-pmauctions,
pmauctions, Period: Second Black
C.1870'S BELLEEK BI COLOURED VASE
ARUM LILLIES 1ST MARK
..large bi-coloured …with 3 dimensional Arum Lilly blooms & their
coloured leaves… Good + original condition

Sold for: AU$710
EBay selle
seller: philicia
Period: First Black
Belleek Irish Porcelain Floral Card
Stand - Early!
…few petals ..with chips… otherwise..
very good condition

Sold for: £270
EBay selle
seller: baby.dragon
Period: First Black
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19thC Belleek Irish Porcelain - Hand Painted Charger
…a design featuring a traditionally dressed young lady and
landscape, picked out in vibrant colours..

Sold for: £1121
EBay selle
seller: orville4
Period: First Black
8 1/2" BELLEEK
Ewer/Handled Vase
…Excellent Condition…

Sold for: US$412.50
EBay selle
seller:
dtscruisin03
Period: First Black
RARE EARLY 1ST
PERIOD BELLEEK
TEAPOT STAND
HAND PAINTED
…EARTHENWARE…
HAND PAINTED AND
GILDED. LOVELY 1ST
PERIOD BLUE MARK
AND IMPRESSED
HARP…17.6 CMS ON THREE FEET. LITTLE WEAR

Sold for: £315,
£315, EBay selle
seller: bramblesauction
Period: First Black
1st Period Belleek tureen Bishop
or clergy Coat of Arms
…coat of arms or crest on the lid…and
has a border of magenta or plum, a
color often seen in religious garments,
and indicative of a high ranking church
official….10 inches tall, is 14 1/2 wide

Sold for: US$827.67; matching soups
US$266 & US$96; matching plates US$344 & US$66
US$66
EBay selle
seller: chas927
Period: First
Black
Earthenware Toothbrush Holder 1st Black
…Cover in great condition… base likewise shows crazing and
what looks to be a small crack..

Sold for: £79.99
EBay selle
seller: texmex58
Period: First Black
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Belleek Teapot
…cream with the inside of the spout being a darker shade of
cream…. an attractive banding of green and red and black in a
Celtic style. Excellent condition

Sold for: £205
EBay selle
seller: threecrackpots
Period: Third Black
Rare Antique Belleek
Second Black Mark
Creamer MINT
approximately 3 7/16" high x 3 7/8" wide ..vibrant yellow luster interior and a
wonderful embossed pattern (band)….Excellent condition

Sold for: US$400,
US$400, EBay selle
seller: dstepper1,
dstepper1, Period: Second Black
Belleek 2nd black mark Erne pattern sugar
and creamer
… excellent condition…

Sold for: US$178.58
EBay selle
seller: rosecrestantiques
rosecrestantiques
Period: Second Black
Vintage Irish Belleek
Tea Pot, Second
Black Mark
… excellent condition…

Sold for: US$511.95
EBay selle
seller: jmen98
Period: Second Black
2ND BLK HEXAGON HAND PAINTED C/S
…lovely vivid hand painted Pansies all around …perfect

Sold for: US$417,
US$417, EBay selle
seller: chivas1nh
Period: Second Black
Tea cup Belleek, excellent condition, 2nd black mark
Not any chips or damage

Sold for: £127.99,
£127.99, EBay selle
seller: kutanek27,
kutanek27, Period: Second Black
Antique Belleek
Fermanagh Cup and
Saucer
Demitasse …Cup and Saucer both marked '217'. Perfect
Condition… lovely bisque color with bright orange, green, yellow
and black..

Sold for: US$317
EBay selle
seller: cathy1138
Period: Third Black
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Harp Shamrock pattern Tray 2nd black mark MINT
..approx 17” diameter having nice painted coloured shamrocks
throughout …mint

Sold for: £375
EBay selle
seller: ardlongfield
Period: Second Black
…SHAMROCK
CABARET TRAY
…Good condition

Sold for: £585
EBay selle
seller:
dependableantiquesshop
Period: Second Black
…Neptune Tea Service - 16 pieces, 2nd Mark Green
Complete …platter, teapot, creamer & sugar, 4 cups & saucers and
4 plates…pristine…

Sold for: US$1220
EBay selle
seller: jackson12hole
Period: Second Black
Victorian Bamboo Teapot Cob Luster Old Seal
…very good condition

Sold for: US$487.50
EBay selle
seller: jakeandleanie
Period: Second Black
RARE BELLEEK sugar
bowl blue/grey ivy
An ivy pattern - sort of teal
color with silvery green
iridescence…. bowl itself
feels a tiny bit heavier than
usual Belleek

Sold for: US$152.50
EBay selle
seller: hollywoodantqiueshowcase
ollywoodantqiueshowcase,
owcase, Period: First Black
Rare Belleek Item with painted stork & bulrushes MINT
… beautiful & unusual piece ...good condition for age .. some
rubbing to gilding

Sold for: £40.88
EBay selle
seller:
ardlongfield
Period: First Black

Rare belleek FINNER cup and saucer MINT 2nd period
A beautiful and very rare…mint condition

Sold for: £290
EBay selle
seller: ardlongfield,
rdlongfield, Period: Second Black
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Vintage Irish Belleek Place
Card Holder- Rare
…possibly from the 1890's… shows
wear on the bottom

Sold for: US$158.39
EBay selle
seller: moerum
Period: First Black
UNUSUAL IRISH BELLEEK
SECOND PERIOD FROG VASE
/ SPOON WARMER
…FRONT HALF HAS HAD SOME
RESTORATION &
OVERPAINTING…

Sold for: £272.99
EBay selle
seller: londonantiquesetc
Period: Second Black
RARE BELLEEK ADVERTISING
JUG - 1ST MARK
… 3 1/2 inches high. Advertising
'The Belgravia Dairy Company,
Fresh Cream’ …small nick in the top
rim

Sold for: £97.70
EBay selle
seller: summ2003
Period: First Black
Crested Tankard (above)
…in basket weave decorated with shamrocks and with a cartouche bearing the coat of arms of Portrush.

Sold for: £91.99,
£91.99, EBay selle
seller: geruth0,
geruth0, Period: Second Black
1928 Irish Belleek Pottery Catalog

(right)
Hard Cover. 60 Pages. Some Water Marked
Pages… some Paper torn at the edges.
Guaranteed Old & Original

Sold for:
for: US$83
EBay selle
seller: sunnyseller2000
Period: Third Black
Early BELLEEK porcelain salesman’s
catalogue order book (left)
8 3/4" by 5 3/4" and dates to the late 19th or
early 20th Century.

Sold for: US$182.40
EBay selle
seller: impeeryus
Period: Third Black
Editor’s Note: Only 3 rare original 1928 catalogues were known to exist ..and then another 2 turn up on eBay
within a month!
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And Finally...
Finally...

The black Belleek
Trade Mark
crocheted by Pat
Tubb on a cushion
made by Bev
Marvell using
green antique
velvet and gold
lame.
lame. Both Pat and
Bev are in 1920's
fancy dress at the
Christmas Party.

And now, pay attention all you lovers of Belleek!
Pat is currently making another of these beautiful lace Belleek logos - this time in emerald green - it is an
exacting and time-consuming task. Pat and Paul Tubb are trying hard to raise funds to make it possible to
commemorate some of the Potters that came from Belleek in the 1880's to work in Trenton, New Jersey,
making American Belleek - it is very sad that the graves of these craftsmen are presently unmarked. The
wonderful lace logo will be at the Chicago Convention in September for us all to see and for one lucky person
to buy, the money will then go towards helping Pat's very important and worthwhile cause. The Pottery will
also be giving some pieces for the auction towards the grave stones fund, Angela, Fergus and Patricia are all
very enthusiastic about it.
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